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HOUeWRIGHT

18 t undry Cabinet
Our birch storage cabinet
features straighfforward
plywood constuction and low-
maintenance plastic laminate
work surfaces.

WerTEND PRoJEcT

z5Swing-Up Shelf
It's ideirl for gaining additional
work area - in the laundry
room, shop, or home office -
and you can swing it out of the
way whenever you need more
floor space.

WOoowoRKING
3O Pr"irie Treasure Box

Inspired by Arts and Craftsera
architecture, this elegant box
will house your valuables in
style. Make it for yourself, or
get going on a small production
run for holiday gift gling.

WonrcsHoP
36Highlights from this

Year's Tool Shows
Here's a look at some of
our favorite tools and home
improvement products that
debuted at two national shows.

A2Vtit"r Saw Station
By building this Miter Saw
Station for about half the cost of
most off-theshelf models, you'll
save your back, improve your
cutting accuracy, and speed up
the building process.
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Laundry Cabinet storage, page 18. Swing-Up Shelf, page 25.

Cut stock like the pros with our Miter Saw Station,page 42.

A classy home for your collectibles - the Prai.rie Treasure Box, page 30.



ftntents
6QuesrroNs &

Aruswens

lolps &
TecnNIaUES

Oven TnE Feruce
14USS Constitution Sails

After undergoing years of
extensive repairs, an historic ship
is seaworthy once again.

TecnrureuEs
2Stuving laminates

For durability, price, and ease
of installation, nothing beats
plastic laminate for covering
heavi$ used surfaces.

Snop lupnovEMENTs
5ON"* Tool Offerings

WHAT,S NEw

S4noaucts ForYourHome

CnnprsMANsHrP
64nThe Craftsman Stvle

When furnituremaking details
are crafted into a home, you can
get spectacular results. Thanks
to the brothers Greene. the
Gamble House is one of the
finest examples.

Tips & Techni.qua, page 10.

Inying La.minatesis easy once you know a few techniques, page 28.

The USS Consti.tution Sails, page 14.

In The Crafisrnan Sfy/e feahres an Arts and Crafts masterpiece, page 64.
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Voll.lrrae 53

take care of
some gift giv-
ing yourself.
For special names on
your holiday list, consider
building the Prairie Treasure
Box on page 30. It was designed with
production setups in mind, without
sacrifcing any of the craftsmanship of
the results.

Also, take a look at the Miter Saw
Station (page 42). For any home
improvement enthusiast, this portable
work center is a must-have addition.

4oth Anniversory
This issue brings the Workbench 40th
anniversary year to a close. Each of
the past six issues has been an adven-
ture, and wete already been working
full throttle on many home improve-
ment projects for 1998.

All of us here appreciate your sup
port, and thank you for making our
first year with this great magazine a
success. Drop us a line anytime to tell
us how we're doing, or to let us know
what projects or articles you want to
see in the future.

Until then, we wish you and your
family a Happy Holiday.

EDITOR
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Christopher A Inman
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I admit it. I am a tool hound. I don't
believe it's possible to have too many,
and I'm always hunting for the next
one that I can't live without.

So you can imagine the sweat I
broke into when a group of us from
Workbench attended this year's big
tool and hardware shows, held in
Anaheim, CA, and in Chicago. These
shows featured most of the wood-
wprking tools and supplies available
on the planet, and in Chicago I also
saw more home improvement prod-
ucts than I ever knew existed.

The immensity of the shows is diffi-
cult to describe - there are so many
clever tools and products. Although
choosing was difficult, we've pulled
together a display ofour favorites (see
page 36), some of which we think will
knock your socks off, and others that
will make you wonder, "why didn't I
think of that?" I'm sure you'll find at
least a couple of things you, too, won't
be able to live without.

Holidoy Gifts
The timing of this cutting-edge tool
and hardware article couldn't be bet-
ter for those of us who need to drop a
few gift-giving hints for the holidays.
No ties for me, please. I plan to leave
the issue open to the page with the
tool I want to add to my shop.

While you're waiting for your new
tools, you may want to get busy and
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Satety Remlnder: Woodworking and home improvement are rewarding hobbies. But there is risk of injury.
Use the guards and read the manuals that come with your tools and equipment. And if you're uncertain
about a technique, find an alternative with which you are more comfortable. Please take safety seriously.
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Questions &Ans\Mers
Support A Ceiling Fan Between Joists

MDF plate spans
joists to support the
weight of ceiling fan.

Routed
decorative profile.

Mount fan by bolting
fan support bracket
to plate.

I'tl li.ke to replace a ceiling light
i.n my den wi.th a fan. But the

light sits between two ioists, and isn't
mounted soli.dly. How can I add supPort
without tearing a hole in my ceiling?

Kurt Statton
Des Moines,IA

You can add the support you'll
need for the fan in a couple of

different ways.
You could use an adjustable support

bar (available in home centers) that
slips through the existing hole and
spans between the joists.

Or, rather than purchase a supporl
you can make a ceitng plate that will
support your fan, plus add a decorative
accent to your ceiling.

SHARE YOUR OUESNO}IS
If you have a question aboutwoodworking or home improvemen! we'd like to see if we can answer it for you.

Just write down your question and mail it to WORKBENCH Q&A, 2200 Grand Ave., Des Moines, lA 50312'

Please include your name, addres and daytime phone number in case we have any questions foryou. Ifyou

like, Far us at (515)28$2003 or send a message to us atworkbench@workbenchmag.com on the internet

Secure plate to ceiling
with construction adhesive

'\ anO 3" drywall screws
\ drivenintojoists.

Cover screw heads
with wood plugs.

To make a plate, cut a round base
from r/att-lhi.L mediumdensity fiber-
board MDF) that's large enough to
span across the joists. MDF has a
smooth face so you'll get a good paint
finish, and it machines easily.

To dress up the plate, rout a deco-
rative profile in the edge. Drill a hole
through the plate the same diameter
as the ceiling box. Then paint the
plate to match your ceiling.

Ifyou have a texhrred ceiling, scrape
away a flat area so the plate sits flush.
Then spread consfuction adhesive on
the back side of the plate, and drive
screws through into the joists above.

Mount your fan support to the
plate, and push the wiring back up
through the hole into the box.
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More Board Feet
(OI l, yourOctober Questions&
E Answers you gaae the formula
for fi.guring board footage. My lumber
dealer uses a deuice that looks like a
yardstick, but has rnany mlre numbers
on it, for calculating board footage.
Can you exPlain how this works?

Wayne Cosgroue
Boston. MA

Imagine how long it would
take to get through the check-

out line if your lumber dealer had to
measure every board and calculate its
board footage by hand. Using a board
foot scale is a quick way to get a closq
approximation of a board's volume.

Across the width of a board foot
scale are columns represenfing a
board's length in feet. Vertical
columns have numbers indicating
board footage.

To use the scale.
hold it across the
board's width, with
the head tight
against one edge.
Then sight to the
appropriate column
that shows the
board's length. The
number in that col-
umn closest to the
edge of the board
shows how many
board feet the piece
contains, assuming
the board is il-thick.

If the board is
thicker than ilr. mul-
tiply the number on
the scale by the
board's thickness.

Use notches to
find board's
thickness.

An
8 fi.-long
board at

this width
contains
3 bd. ft.



Stop Your Tools From Rusting
I moued to Seattle from Denaer,
and the moisture has caused rust

on my jointer and table saw. How do I
stop the rust, and preaent i.ts return?

Raymond Lundgren
Seattle, WA

Bare metal surfaces like your
cast iron saw and jointer tables

are very susceptible to rust. But get-
ting rid of the rust isn't too tough.

Use a sanding block and l8Ggrit
paper or a synthetic steel wool pad to
scrub offthe rust. Tb keep rust from
returning, you can use a product like
Boeshield?9, or BostikTbpCote. Or
use ordinary paste wax. Recoating the
top occasionally will keep rust at bay.

Product Information Number 186
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Avoiding Warp
Irn getting ready to build a
table. A woodworker fiend told

me when I glue ap the toP, I should
alternate the orientation ofthe boards.
Anothertold me it down't matter which
way I place the boards. Who's right?

Keai,n Michaekon
Inwrence, KS

Actually, neither of your
friends is wrong. They're talk-

ing about orienting the boards so the
growth rings visible in the end grain
arc up on one board and down on the
next, or all arc consistently in the
same direction.

If you alternate the boards, your
panel should remain flat across its
overall width, as each board cups in
the opposite direction. But the panel
surface may feel wavy.

On the other hand, if you glueup
the boards with the growth rings all
oriented in the same direction, the
whole panel may cup in one direction.
The surface remains smooth to the
touch, but the entire panel may take
on an arched shape.

I pay attention to the growth ring
patterns, and try to alternate every
other board. But I pay more attention
to each board's face grain appear-
ance. If I have to, I'll orient adjacent
boards with the growth rings pointing
the same way in order to get the best
looking panel.

Also, make sure you apply an equal
number of finish coats on both sides
of the table top. This helps keep any
moisture absorption or loss equal
on both sides, further reducing the
likelihood of warping or cupping.



Tips & Tbchniques

Drawer slides mount
to "f'-shaped
retaining board.
Attached to saw with

Oudeed Table Supports Stock, T[cks Away for Storage
Like most table saws, mine lacks any
built-in outfeed system to support
long stock on the far side of the table.
So I built my own using inexpensive,
readily available materials. Mine can
also be pulled against the saw when
not needed or for storage, and extend-
ed when I need to cut long pieces.

My system centers around a pair of
ordinary drawer slides that allow the
outfeed roller to extend away from
the table to support long stock, or be
pulled up close for shorter stock or
compact storage. The slides I used
are rated to hold up to 70 lbs.

To mount the drawer slides on my
saw I attached the cabinet-mount
halves of the slides to two retaining
boards. These are:i/+'Lthick pieces, the
same length as the drawer slides
(20rr-long in my case), with l/zrr-thick

by lrr-wide spacers glued to their lower
inside faces. I mounted these to my
saw cabinet with sheet metal screws.

Then I made my outfeed support. It
consists of two 3,/+rr-thick uprights
with dadoes that receive upper and
lower cross braces. The drawer-
mount halves of the drawer slides are
mounted to the uprights.

Spring clamp holds
slide in position.

Casters are held in olace
with Velcro, and can be moved
for different widths of boards.'-)

20" long,70 lb.
slides support
outfeed rollers

and allow
system to

retract.
sheet metal screws. I

To support my stock, I used two
casters mounted upside down on the
upper cross brace. Rather than attach
them permanently, I hold the casters
to the upper cross brace with hook-
andJoop fasteners ffelcro is one
brand). This makes them adjustable.

Vtrhen I need to support long stock,
I extend my system and use a spring
clamp to hold it in place. When not
needed, I just tuck it against the saw.
Best of all, I built it for around $20.

John T. Yates, Jr.
Allison Parh. PA

Mark hinge location,
then remove door
and mount

Two Cents Worth On Door Installation
I just finished updating my kitchen. In
the process, I refaced all the cabinet
carcases and built new doors.

The doors I made sit flush with the
cabinet face frames. And I designed
them to fit with at/rc" gap on all sides.

When the time came to position my
doors and mark for hinges, I devised a
way to get consistent gaps all around.

I found that a penny is almost
exactly 1/rorrthick. So with the hinges

mounted to the doors, I set each door
into its opening and slid two pennies
under the bottom edge.

With my gaps set, I marked lines to
locate the hinge mortises in the face
fi:ames. I removed the hinges from the
doors and mortised the hinges into
the frames at my layout lines. Then I
re-hung the doors.

Jim Lwtz
Salt lnke Citv. UT

S]|ARE Y()UR iln Jrc$ AilD TDEAS
If you have a unique way of doing something, we'd like to hear from you. Just write down your tip and mail it
to W0RKBENCH Tips and Techniques, 2200 Grand Ave., Des Moines, tA 50312. Please include your name,
address and daitime phone number in case we need to reach you. If you like, Fax us at (515) 283-2003, or
email us at workbench@workbenchmag.com on the internet. We'll pay you $5G$150 if we publish your tip.
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Using Carpet Tape
I've found countless uses for double-
faced cloth carpet tape over the years.

Here are some of my favorites:
.Attach patterns made of plywood or
hardboard to your workpiece with

carpet tape. Rough-cut the board
close to the pattern, then use your

router and a pattern bit with a bear-
ing that follows the template to rout
the boarcl to final shape.

oStick carpet tape on the flaps of
hinges to keep them from moving
while you mark their location, drill
screw holes, and position doors.

Double-faced
rape

. Make triangular clarnping blocks
and stick then-r to the outside edges
of mitered corners with carpet tape.
Then use regular straight clamps
across the blocks for the glue-up.

.To align false fronts on drawers,
push the drawer carcase into its
opening in the cabinet. Stick carpet
tape to the back face of the drawer
front. Then position the drawer front
in the opening, making sure you
have even gaps on all sides, and
push the drawer front against the
carcase. Pull out the drawer and
screw on the front. You can leave
the tape in place.

.Attach auxiliary fences to your table
saw or router table fence with carpet
tape. They hold tight, and there are
no clamps to get in the way.

Keith Hennessey
Des Moines, IA

An Easy Way to Chamfer Dowels
In your October issue you ran an arti-
cle on drawbore joinery. I found the
article helpful, but I thought using a
belt sander for chamfering the ends of

the dowels was more complicated than
necessary. For chamfering small diam-
eter dowels I've got a simpler way.

I have an old wall-mounted pencil

sharpener in my shop. It has a ring

on the front with holes ranging from
about 3/rorr to 7 / rctt in diameter.

I stick smaller dowels in the pencil

sharpener and "sharpen" as much
chamfer as I need. Rotating the dowel
a couple of quarter turns while sharp-
ening keeps long chamfers centered.

James Larson
Ingleside, TX
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Cutting Wide Boards on the Table Saw
Crosscutting wide boards on
my table saw has always been
a challenge. The pieces are
awkward to handle, and ifs
hard to control my miter
gauge when its head is off the
table. I know some saws have
aT-slot in the table and a
miter gauge bar with a plate
that catches in the slot. But
mine isn't equipped this way.

That makes it difficult to
hold everything and guide
the board. IVe had cuts come
out crooked, and I got con-
cerned that the blade might
bind in the kerl causing the
board to kick back.

To make cuttingwide
boards easier, I turn my miter gauge
around, so the miter gauge head is in
front of my board, instead of behind. I
hold the workpiece snug against the
gauge with my left hand, and use my
right to push the workpiece through.

On some boards, the miter gauge
head may be off the saw table when
you complete your cut, so make sure
you keep a firm grip on the gauge.

Pat Ericksen
San Francisco. CA

Cordless Cure
I've decided that cordless tools do
indeed have many advantages over
corded tools. Unless the battery goes
dead and won't take a charge, that is.

I have a cordless drill. and after
using it for some time, the battery
gave out, and wouldn't take a charge.

Since the battery was dead, I went
out and bought a replacement, at a
cost of about $30. My drill came back
to life, and I was able to use it again.
But eventually that battery quit taking
a charge also.

Not anxious to spend another $30
for a second replacement battery, I
decided to try a last ditch effort. I
used some fine steel wool and cleaned
up the contact points on both batteries
(I'd never recycled the original one).
Then I unplugged the charger and
cleaned those contact points.

Both batteries work well again, tak-
ing a charge just fine.

Ron Sitz
Tucson, AZ

To cut wide stock more easily,
turn miter gauge around and
push stock through.

A Weyerhaeuser

Ghohewood* Simply ile Best
Premium hardwood boards availablelll a variety of sizes & species.

GhoiceWood- is reafi-frce.

Requies no planing or furilrcr
fahlcation. rtGhoicef,lood, is
the best tool you ean oiln."

less unsh.

Absofim$ deiect free . . .
euery piece, euerytime!
GUARAI{IEED!!

Ask for ChoiceWood* hardwood
products at leading Home Centers and
Hardware Stores everywhere.
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USS Constitution Sails
Do your best to imagine The oldest commissioned warship

restoring a 2,0001on, 204-ft. *",i't 
the world, constitution set sail

p i e c e of antiqu e nr"t't"r' - :i J:il-'[iT"iJ:i :'ffi Jli]:,fil:;
left out through two centuries
of sun, snou), and salt air -

And yOU'll begin tO UndefStAnd markedtheculminationof a$l2million
restoration effort bezun in 1992 at the

what life has been like for the Naval
Historical Center Detachment in
Boston. With other craftspeople and
support personnel, this group of over
60 ship restorers had the daunting but
enviable task of bringing seaworthy sta-
tus back to the USS Constitution for the
historic ship's 200th birthday.

off the Massachusetts coast. The two
voyages - a sea trial on July 8 and a
bona fide sailing excursion on July 21,

a never-ending process. Prior to this
last effort, though, no restoration of the
ship has been so extensive, nor used so
many high-tech solutions.

Every square foot of the hull was X-
rayed to diagnose the condition of over
150,000 metal spikes, pins, and rods,
each ofwhich helps secure planks and
frame members together. The X-rays
also revealed rotted timbers, a common
problem on any large wooden vessel.

Testing the ship's structural wood-
en members for soundness had
always been a problem. X-rays don't
reveal every defect, and questionable
beams sometimes prove healthy when
cut open, ruining them unnecessarily.

Charlestown Navy Yard.

High-Tech Helps Rebuild Pqsr
From fixing battle scars and short-
sighted modifications done in years
past, to repairing problems brought on
by normal aging, undoing damage to
the Constitution's woodwork has been



On this score, the restoration team
got help from the U.S. Forest
Products laboratory, which pioneered
a nondestructive testing method
using metal pins to introduce stress
waves into the wood. Striking one pin
sends the wave travelling, and the
speed it travels to the other end of the
beam is measured. Healthy wood tis-
sue is a fast track, but voids and seri-
ous rot act as roadblocks, so slow
wave travel indicates trouble spots.
Bad beams get replaced, while good
timbers aren't needlessly ruined.

Aheod of Her Time
The restoration crew also installed
new wood braces, called diagonal rid-
ers, that had been removed when the
Constitution was taken out of active
service. The original placement of
these curved timbers was an innova-
tion by Joshua Humphreys, the ship's
designer. The rider braces strengthen
the hull and minimize its "hog," a dan-
gerous distortion of the keel (the
ship's long timber "backbone") that
results from the unequal buoyancy ofa
ship's ends and midsection.

Humphreys' design
gets much of the cred-
it for making the
Constitution such a
formidable fighting
ship. The strong and
stable frame could
carry up to 54 cannon
on two decks, and the
sleek hull profile gave
the ship the speed to
outrun what she
couldn't outgun. And

with access to untapped forests full of
huge white pines (for masts) and white
and live oaks (for frame timbers and
planking), the fledgling American navy
enjoyed the best materials its ship
wrights could ask for. The Constitufion
boasts a hull thickness of over two feet.

Clew memben "man the halyard" b hoist a
sail on the mizen (rcar) mast. One sailor at
the end of the line coils the rope on the deck.

Cannon on both the spar (main) and gun deck
gave the ship ib firepower. The rammer and
worm (inset) were used to load and cleal them.

I.olkal
for less.

Here's an offer that's
hard to refuse.

ControLokTM - Stanett's
new ergonomically designed model at an unbelievably low price
plus a FREE heavy duty canier.

O Blade autGlocks when thumbpressure is released. No snap backs!

O Toplever position eliminates accidental retraction (common in
bottomlever designs).

I Compact size and contoured design features rubber topgrip
for comfort and ease-of-handling.

I RuggeO, high visibility yellow case with heavydug 1"x25' blade
and triple riveted Tough-Tip@ blade protector to eliminate breakage.

Controlok. A great deal on a great tape. Ask for it today.

8t6firy6tt
lnnovation with value - nobody else measures up!

121 Crescent Street. Athol. IVA 01331 . Tel: {508) 249-5330 . FM: (508) 249a495

for nothinglGary it

;!:'lii:ffi,

The L.S. Starrett Company,

THE WOODTURNERS CATALOG
Craft Supplies USA offers woodturners the
finest selection of woodturning tools and
accessories anywhere. We offer Richard
Raffan and Ray Key signature tools by Henry
Taylor, Woodfast Lathes, Vicmarc Mini Lathe,
One Way. Nova and Axminster chucks.
McNaughton System, Pen and Pencil kits and
Dale Nish Workshoos.
We offer the very lowest possible prices at all
times and guarantee every product we sell.
So give us a try call now for your FREE copy
of The Woodturners Catalog!

|  -800-55 t-8876
CRAFT SUPPTIES UsA
1287 E. I 120 S. Provo, UT 84606

(800) 551-8876 . Fax (8011 377-7742
Visit our web site at wwwcraftusa.com
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a massive shield that earned her the
name "Old lronsides" when cannon
shot from the British frigate HMS
Guerriere bounced off the hull and
dropped harmlessly into the Atlantic. In
all, the ship remained undefeated
through over 30 engagements at sea,
though not unscathed.

In an 1812 battle, cannon fire from
the British HMS Java destroyed the
Constitution's helm (ship's wheel), but
the American crew prevailed. Before
setting the defeated Java afire, they sal-
vaged her helm and brought it on
board. A replica (right) of that double
wheel helm now steers Constitution.

Bock Home, In the Woter
Today the USS Constitution is among
our country's most historic icons, but
not simply because of her age. She sur-
vives by virtue of a superior design that
still inspires and deserves respect.

With her wood scrubbed clean and
brass gleaming, the ship got a clear
July morning for the first of her excur-
sions, a sea trial that included safety
drills, navigational exercises, and the
riggrng of the six sail complement used
during sea battles. On board were her
crew and officers and their guests,
Navy officials, and a press entourage of
television and print journalists.

We left dockside at 0800 (that's 8 a.m.
to us civilians), with an escort of four
tugboats to tow the ship safely out of
the harbor. Through various announce
ments we got the vital statistics for this
historic ship - Constitution's full com-
plement of 36 sails totals almost an acre
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in surface area and can propel the ship
at speeds up to 13 knots (16 mph);
there's over 7 miles of running rigging
(the halyard ropes used to handle the
sails), and 27 miles of standing riggrng
(ropes that support masts and yards).

The numbers were impressive, but
the real show was the activity on the
main deck. Officers and midshipmen
signaled, shouting directives as the
crew members took their stations,
readying the halyards or climbing rope
shrouds onto the yards (the cross spars
to which sails are rigged). Then a burst
of well-choreographed movement
unfurled the sails, which billowed as
they caught the wind.

The Navy brass, wanting to save the
fanfare for the achral sailing onJuly 21,
reminded us that the stern (rear) of
the ship was still tethered to a tugboat,
but nobody seemed to mind. We were
under sail, pushed by the same steady
winds that moved the Constitution
when she was first launched 200 years
ago. It was a reminder, not entirely
nostalgic, that collective human effort
sometimes performs magic with sim-
ple tools and against heavy odds.

The shipwrights and crew who
first built and fought aboard the
Constitution saw this firsthand. That
the ship survives today is a testament
to their sweat, skill, ingenuity, and
ability to work together when it
counted. It was great to see the same
spirit alive in those who now sail
and care for her.tT

Linked via rcpe to the rudder, fte helm keeps
$e ship steercd on coune. This helm repli-
cabs one salvaged fiom the British ship Java,

Clutching the yad, with only a rcpe fur a perch, crcw memben woft b gather the sail on the
main mast. The plathm is a 'Tighting top,' once us€d by marine shapshooten dudng battle.

The skylight habh above fte captain's quarbrc prcvided ventilation, but was
also used as a depository br anonymous wdtten complainb fiom $e crcw.



Laundry Cabinet
I rank doing laundry right up

there with paying taxes, and
I'ue neuer done either with

much enthusiasm. The only

room as I always have to my shop.
The first phase of this home
improvement project was building
a utility cabinet.

Besides providing storage for all
the bleach, detergent, and general
laundry supplies, the cabinet fea-
tures a convenient counter for
sorting clothes. I covered the
counter with plastic laminate so
it's easy to clean and won't suffer
damage if it gets wet. Adding a
hanging rod to the cabinet
relieved the laundry room door
knob from doing double-duty.

Customizing fhe Cobinet
The width of this cabinet works well
in my basement laundry room,
where I have a long wall beside the

washer and dryer. This arrange-
ment is ideal as it provides a handy
place for setting soap and clothes
while loading and unloading the
washer and dryer. You may want to
build a slimmer or wider version of
the cabinet to fit better in your
space. But if you do, be aware that
changing the size of one part can
affect several others.

Storr Cufiing fhe Pqrls
Begin working on your laundry
station by cutting 3/+'Lthick plywood
to size for the top, counter,
sides, dividers, fixed shelf, and
adjustable shelf (Plywood Cuting
Diagrams). Don't cut the doors yet
- I'11 show you a tip later that will
save you time banding the edges.

good thing I can say is, at least
tax time comes around just

once ayear. Although I have to face
a simple fact - I could sooner get
away with not paying taxes than I
could get by without doing laundry.

While no one can eliminate the
necessary evil of doing laundry,
it's easy to make the working con-
ditions more hospitable. With this
in mind, I recently applied the
same kind of organization and
storage strategies to the laundry
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I-aundry Cabinet Consfouction View
OVERALL SIZE: 42"H x 48"W x24"D

,-_-Door
/t For details, see Door

,.- lroning board hanger

.$-J For details, see lroning Board

z+. I l. 
'l 

Hanger Detail on page24.
:;j

L A U N D R Y  C A B I N E T
A kit has been assembled for this pro-
ject that includes all the screws, hinges,
and shelf pins. Pulls have been omitted
so that you can match your decor.
o rdernumber3306100. . . . . . .  .  .  $41 .95
To order, call Workbench at (aOO)31 f-3994.

Construction View on page

Drill six pairs ol /4" shelf-pin holes ----\
s/e" deep, 2" from edges and spaced
2" vertically. First holes 974" above counter.

Without an extensive supporting
cast of infeed and ouffeed gadgets,
cutting full plywood sheets on the
table saw is a challenging perfor-
mance. To avoid that clumsy role
on this project, I cut the full ply-
wood sheets approximately in half
with a circular saw. The half-sheets
were then much easier to handle
when I got to the table saw.

Hanging rod

Side panel

Back panel
Cut to fit from /+"-thick
plywood. Attach with

#6 x 3/+" FHWS.

Counter assembly
For details. see Counter
Construction View on page 22.

After cutting the plywood pieces
to size (except the doors), rip solid
birch to width for the cleats and
counter edgrng. I-eave all of these
hardwood pieces a bit long for now,
so you can cut them to fit later on.

What You'll Need
Ilmber

lVzSheets of 34il-thick birch plywood
1/z Sheet of Vril-thick birch plywood
3 lin. ft. of lr/+il birch dowel
4 bd. ft. of 3/lr'-thick solid birch

Hardware
(34) #6' 3/nn Flat-head wood screws
(32) #8 " 2rr Flat-head wood screws
(6) #8x ltlun Flat-head wood screws
(1) #10 , ltlru Round-headwood screw
(4) Half-overlay Euro style hinges
(4) Fulloverlay Euro style hinges
(4) Adjustable shelf pins
(4) Door pulls

Drive #10 x 3" FHWS
through cleats to attach
cabinet to wall studs. /

Edging

Plyrvood Cutting Diagram
(HaH Sheet)

Plywood Cutting Diagram (Full Sheet)

Adjustable shelf
3/+" x'l#/a" x34/2"

a
Long divider

Counter
3/a" x233/e" x471/q"

3/t" x83/'rc" x131/+"

<- Grain ----->

Side panel
3/q" x135/a" x42"

Side panel
3/t" x13s/e" x42"

Top
3A" x135/a" x47%"

Fixed shelf
3/+" x133/s" x351/q"

Long divider
3/a" x133/a" x39A"

Adjustable shelf
34" N133/e" x34Y2"

NOTE: First cut with circular saw approx-
imately halves sheet for easier handlin$

Short divider fsA" x1l3/a" x13Vq,'J
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Carcase Construction View
ToP .._.-

3/q" x'135/e" x 47Ya"

Cleats;
3/q" x2" x 46/2"
NoTE: Cut length

to fit your carcase,

Side panel /
3/4" x13s/s" x 42''

Side Panel
Detail

Side
Side Panel (Edge View)

v ' "1 l {
T__l-l;

3/a"3-

Note: All dadoes are 3/a" deep.

Dado Detail Side Rabbet Detail

Cut Dodoes ond Grooves
With the pl1'rvood carcase parts
cut to size, lay out the dadoes and
grooves on the sides, the long
divider, the fixed shelf, and the top
(Side Panel Detail, Long
Divider Dado Detail. Fixed
Shelf Detail, and Top Detail).
Work on the sides first, and set the
other parts in a safe place for now.

To get going on the side panels,
put a 37rtt dado blade in your table
saw and prepare to cut the dadoes
near the upper and lower ends
(Side Dado Detail). These
dadoes will house the tongues
from the top and counter.

Next, prepare to cut dadoes
in the le f t  s ide and
long divider for housing
the fixed shelf (Side
Panel Detail and l-ong
Divider Dado Detail).
Matching these dadoes
to the thickness of
the plywood introduces
a slight complication.

Plywood sold at 3/+" thick usually mea-
sures %2" thinner. Use shims between the
chippers of your dado set for a perfect fit.

because plywood that's called 3/arl

thick usually measures only 2ir/rzu

thick (Figure l). To get a tight joint

between the pieces of plywood, you
need to cut dadoes exactly that size,
or undersized uery slightly.

If you own a wobble-fype dado
blade, simply dial in the width.
With a stack dado, start with cut-
ters totaling 11/rorr, then insert
shims between them. You can pur-
chase shims or make your own
from metal, plastic, or paper. You
could also take two passes with a
narrow blade to achieve the cor-
rect dado width.

Set the cutting depth at eTntt and
test the setup on scrap stock to zero
in on a snug fit. Be sure to note that
the locations of the dadoes for the
fixed shelf are not the same in the
side and the long divider.

For strength and a clean appear-
ance, I housed the back panel of
my cabinet in rabbets (Side
Rabbet Detail). To cut these rab-
bets, I used the 3,/a" dado blade,
but partially buried it in an auxil-
iary fence. That fence is simply a
piece of scrap wood clamped to my
table saw's rip fence (Figure 2).
Cut these rabbets along the rear
inside edge of the sides and top.

-_ - --n{tn*
\- - Long dividerShort divider

3/q" x133/a" x13%"

Long divider
3/q" x133/a" x393/q" -

I-ong Divider
Dado Detail

Side Panel (Top View)

Y2"=\ -t
Y4"
T

i

Top Detail

f
135/e"

L
41y4,' ,

ts  13sl8, , f

19y4, dado

{

{ N;t''
\ Dado in

left side
panel only.

s/e"

dado\

Fixed SheH Detail

T
l - Z S l q , , + l

3/t" dado,
3/e" deep -\

<- ,rr 1

Top Rabbet Detail

Edge View

l--,f 
-I

1^'i
;If T-
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Nolching the Dividers
lay out the notches in the dividers
to match the thickness and width
of the cleats that you made earlier
(Carcase Construction View).

Although you could cut the
notches at the table saw working
with a wide dado blade, I felt more
confident and comfortable doing
this with a jig saw (Figure 3). f€t
the saw cut at a comfortable feed
rate, and try to avoid putting side
pressure on the blade - it will
cause an out-of-square cut.

Drill Honging Rod Holes
Drilling holes for the hanging rod
is the next order of business (Hole
I-ocation Detail and Hole
Drilling Detail). Drill a hole
through the right side panel, but
counterbore only halfway into the
long divider. To make sure that the
hole and counterbore l ine up,
clamp the parts together with their
front edges flush and their top ends
offset by 37ntt while you're drilling.

I got a bit discouraged when I
couldn't find my 11lqrr Forstner bit
right away, but then I realized that
a spade bit would work even better
for this operation. Its point auto-
matically drills the shank hole for

Hole I-ocation Detail

A scrap board protects your rip fence from
damage while you cut the rabbets in the
sides and too to house the carcase back.

the screw that secures the hang-
ing rod to the long clivider.

I was ternpted to drill the holes
for the shelf pins now. But since
the ends of the long divider and
side are not flush, the layout start-
ed to get complicated. So I took
the safe route by postponing this
task until after I had assembled
the carcase.

Moke the Honging Rod
\\4ren I originally built this laun-
clry center, I rnade the hanging rod
by simply cutting a dowel to length
and screwing it in place.

But the first time I usecl the
cabinet, I accidentally brushed
against some hanging clothes, and
my freshly launclered shirts slid
off the end of the rocl. As I was
replacing them, they fell again. I
knew that I had to find a solution
- gravity is too persistent to beat.

Fortunately, the answer was
quick and easy - I sirnply cut a
kerf near the encl of the rod to

Using a plywood-cutting blade in your jig

saw is a fast way to notch the dividen,
Size the notches to match the cleats,

catch a hanger. After cutting a
piece of l\/ttt-dia. closet pole stock
1811,/+" long, screw a wood exten-
sion with a stop block to your table
saw's miter gauge (Figure 4).
Make repeated passes over the
blade, rotating the pole slightly
after each cut until you cornplete
the kerf around the rod.

I also decided to add a decora-
tive chamfer to the kerfed end of
the rod. Clamping a piece of ply-
wood to your table-mounted router
wil l help you control the rod
(Figure 5).

When all of the machining on
the rod is completed, set it aside.
The best time to install it is after
you've assembled the cabinet and
applied the finish.

Moke the Top qnd Counter
I covered the counter with plastic
laminate. If you've never laid lami-
nate before, check out the instruc-
tions that are provided in Laying
Laminates beginning on page 28.

A groove cut into the rod will catch a
hanger before it slides off the end. This
simple setup lets you do the job quickly,

A parallel fence system safely controls the
hanging rod during routing. Rotate the rod
into the bit to chamfer its end.

\.

\ \
First, cut width

---\ of notch, then
its length.

j Side panel (right)

Hole Drilling Detail

Cut /e" deep Screw]idijgrooue '/2 
block to miter

IfOm en0. /'

after each cut until
groove is finished.

hanging rod into
bit, then rotate.
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Counter Construction View

Side edging
3/q" x1lz" x10"

Rout rabbet after / ...- Houn
gluing laminate. gluin

The top and the counter need
rabbets cut into their ends to form
tongues that fit into the dadoes
near the bottom ends of the sides
(Counter Construction View). I
decided to cut the rabbets in the
top with the table saw and those in
the counter with a router. I chose
not to use the table saw for the
counter because the chopping
motion of a dado blade can cause
the laminate to chip. The sideways
shearing motion of a router bit pro-
duces much smoother results.

Adhere oversized ---:

laminate to \
plywood subsilat?.- _ )-'

' "*

Substrate 
'--=---

34" x233/a" x47Vq" --: ,/

Miter corners -

Routing 78" chamfer
- is the last step.

.L 
Front edging
3/4" x1Y2" x 48''

trners after NOTE: Apply edging after
lging. installing counter in

carcase assembly.

You'll need to rout the edges of the
shelf and counter prior to assembly
of the carcase. For details, see
Edging l,aminated Surfac es below.

Your table saw still has the dado
blade and auxiliary fence setup
you used to cut the rabbets for the
back. With the blade set to cut a
rabbet 3/srr wide, adjust its height
to produce a tongue 3/s" thick
(Top Rabbet Detail on page 20).

To sneak up on a perfect fit for
the rabbet in the top, I followed a
multi-step procedure. I began by

Edging l^aminated Surfaces
You can use the following procedure
to cover the edges of the adjustable
shelf and counter for this project, as
well as the work surface in the com-
panion article Swing-Up Shelf.

The first step is to cut a rabbet
along the laminate-covered edges,
leavingo a 3/srlthick tongue (Edging
Detail). To do this, use a rabbeting bit
in your router. As always, several light
passes are better than one healy cut.

After sanding the top edge of the
banding, I use a dado blade to cut the
groove into its back surface. The
groove's width, depth, and vertical
alignment are each important. But I
don't try to set all three of them at
once. At first, I concentrate on getting
the width and depth of the groove
right where I want them.
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The drawings show that the
width and depth of the groove
both measure 3/srr. But I actual-
ly cut the groove slightly wider
and deeper (a bit less than 1/rorl

in each direction). That gives
me some room to adjust the fit
when I glue and clamp the banding.

After the width and depth are
locked in, it's a simple matter of
tweaking the location of the rip fence
to position the groove in the banding

When I glue and clamp the banding
into position, I like to set the strips a
hair below the level of the laminated
surface - just enough that my
thumbnail barely catches on the edge
of the laminate. Applying a couple
coats of clear finish to the wood then
makes up the difference.

intentionally setting the blade too
low for the first pass. I then com-
pared the size of the tongue to the
dado, raised the blade slightly, and
made another pass. I repeated this
procedure until I got the fit I want-
ed. For me, this method works
much better than trying to set my
blade to a mark on a measuring
tool. When I've tried that, I've
always been frustrated by loose-fit-
ting results.

Get lt Together
The key to assembling this cabinet
is organization. There aren't many
parts, but each one is fairly large,
so you need to rehearse with a dry
assembly to make sure everlthing
fits just right. And unless you fol-
low the right assembly sequence,
you may end up struggling to get
parts into position (Carcase
Assembly Sequence).

I used glue and screws to hold
all the parts together. Before glu-
ing, drill countersunk pilot holes
for the screws. I found that I need-
ed to put 1/+"-thick plywood shims
under the back edge of some of
the pieces to keep all the front
edges of the carcase flush.

After drilling the pilot holes,
take the pieces apart, then start

Edging Detail

A labbeting bit in your router trims over-
hanging laminate edges and forms the
tongue for the banding in one easy step.



Step A

the assembly by gluing and screw-
ing the long divider to the fixed
shelf (Step A). Then add the short
divider. Now position the top on
the short and long dividers, gluing
and screwing it into place (Step
B). Add the sides next and clamp
them in place (Step C). Tacking a
wood strip across the front will
hold the assembly square.

Slide the counter into position
(Step D). Since there's no dado in
the counter to register the lower
end of the long divider, clamp a
spacer to the counter before dri-
ving the screws.

Check the entire assembly for
square by measuring for equal
diagonals. Correct any imperfec-
tion by clamping the carcase from
corner to corner. After you

unclamp the carcase, cut the cleats
to finished length, then glue and
screw them into place (Step E).

Bond lhe Cqrcqse Edges
For the sake of appearance and
durability, I banded all the front
edges of the carcase. Here again,

following a specific sequence will
ensure your success (Step F).
Using tape instead of clamps to
hold the banding in place will
speed up this process (Figure 6).

To smooth the banding flush
with the plywood surfaces after the
glue dries, I decided to use a sharp
cabinet scraper (Figure 7). I didn't
use a belt sander because it's just

too difficult to avoid sanding
through the thin plywood veneer.
After scraping, I used a hand-held
sanding block with l2Ggrit paper.

After you complete all the work
on the banding, drill the series of
1/4rr holes 3/srr deep for the support
pins that hold up the adjustable
shelf (I-aundry Cabinet Con-
struction View).

Double-check the size you need
for the back, then cut it to size and
screw it in place. Next, glue and
clamp the edging to the adjustable
shelf and counter. Sand a radius at
the corners of the counter, then
rout a chamfer along the upper
and lower edges of the counter
and the adiustable shelf.

Gently stretch vinyl electrical tape when
you use it to secure banding to carcase
edges. Follow banding sequence (above).

Use a cabinet scraper to smooth banding
flush with the plywood, This tool leb you
do the job quickly with maximum control.
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Carcase Assembly Sequence Step E

Clamp 1 17a"-long spacer
to position long divider.

- /a"-thick soacer
Framing square

NOTE: For clarig ol illustration, pipe clamps
holding sides are not shown in Steps C and D.

=-;1

r _ _ - - - \ =

Banding Sequence

\- -\-
Strive for thin

) shavings, not
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Door Construction View
Blum hinge
(Use half-overlay
hinges on doors
attached to short
divider. 0ther hinges e

are full overlay.)

Hinge Detail

Door
3/+"-thick plywood,

83/rc" x'l3lt"

assembly.

NOTE: Hinge mounting dimensions
apply only to Blum hinges supplied in kit.

Banding is 3/s" thick,
flush with plywood door.

that the screw tips will run into
each other. But you can easily
solve this by grinding 1/g" off the
screw tips. Use locking pliers to
hold the screws while grinding,
and give them time to cool off
before touching them.

Finishing qnd Instqllotion
The humidity generated by a
washing machine and the heat
coming from a dryer team up to
create a hostile environment for a
wood project. So I took extra care
with the finishing.

After removing the hardware, I
gave everything a final sanding
with 220-grit sandpaper. I vacu-
umed off the dust, then gave the

Ironing Board Hanger Detail
Rout 78" chamfer on
end of 17+" dowel
before cutting to
3" length. ozs-

Drill holes for
#8x1lq" FHWS,72"
from edges and ends.

Door Detail

Apply banding to the top and bottom edges
of a 3/+" x 36" x 8slo" door blank.

cabinet a thorough once-over with
a tack cloth. I followed that with
four coats of. Zar Wipe-On oillvar-
nish finish.

Mount the carcase to the wall
before re-installing the doors. I put
the carcase on a pair of sawhorses
to hold it level and at the right
height while I drilled pilot holes
through the cleats into the wall
studs. Positioning the counter any-
where in the range from 32rr to 36rl
above the floor should work well.
Finally, I drove the screws.

lroning Boqrd Honger
I know a few people who are so
devoted to permanent press that
they have completely renounced
irons and ironing boards.

But if you do need a place to
store an ironing board, here is an
accessory for the side ofyour cab-
inet that's quick and easy to make
and install (Ironing Board
Hanger Detail).

And before you say that I'm
behind the times for clinging to a
belief in irons, let me point out that
I'm not that old-fashioned. After
all. it is an electric iron.tffi

Rout /e" chamfer
along front edges
of banding after

Moking the Doors
Now that you have the shell of
your laundry room work station
complete, you can move on to
making the doors.

Here's the tip I promised you
earlier that will speed up the pro-
duction of the doors. First, cut a
piece of plywood to length that is
wide enough for all four doors
(Door Detail). Band the top and
bottom edges of the panel, then
slice the doors apart. Now all you
have to do is band the remaining
two edges of each door. When the
banding is completed, rout a l/srl

chamfer around the outer face of
each door.

For a neat appearance, I used
European-style self-closing con-
cealed hinges (Hinge Detail).
Use a 35mm bit in your drill press
to bore the hinge-cup holes in the
doors. As long as you're at the drill
press, you can drill the holes for
the door handles. Using a scrap
board under the door prevents
tearout on the back ofthe door.

S4ren I used my hand-held drill
to drill pilot holes for the hinge
mounting plates, I discovered a
problem. The mounting plates are
located directly behind each other
on the short divider. That means
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- 3/q" x3Vz" x8"

Center holes in
width of board,
1 " from ends.
Drill 3/8" deep,
angled 5'upward.

Centerpoint
of35mm
is 7e" from
door edge.

-
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Swing-Llp SheH
Building tke laundry

Center accomplished rny pri-
mary goal - creating space
for storing swppties. But it ;ffi:"-'*:ff#TiJ#ilffi"i;

soon became apparent there the way, this shelf could be usetul

stitt wasn't enough room for 3:fillln:T::i:f;"11#"':l
folding clothes. Knowing the laun-
dry room had no floor space to
devote to a table, I built a swing-up
shelf that's hinged to the wall. It
swings quickly into position for
use, or drops against the wall
when not needed.

The shelf is built of pl1'wood, and
covered with plastic laminate
(Swing-up Shelf Construction
View) for easy clean-up and mainte
nance. To improve their appearance
and durability, I banded all visible
pll.wood edges with solid birch.

basement shop.

Building The Frome
To help carry the weight of the
shelf when it's covered with a load
of clothes, I made a wall frame
(Wall Frame Detail). The rails
and stiles of the frame are joined

together with half-lap joints and
screws. It's important to point out
that, on the stiles, the lower half-lap
cutout is on the back face. and the

My laundry room arrangement
allowed for a shelf 5 ft. long. Most
likely, you'll have to size the shelf
for your circumstances. Just be

Wall Frame Detail

90- -- lr

I'il
ll
-l

3"

{ rote/nar-rap
orientation.

T Front of
wall frame.

3"

T

3/8'\

(Side View)
<-_

(Front View)
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FronVBack edging
3/q" x1lz" x60"

Swing-IJp Shelf Construction View
OVERALL SIZE: 24"W x 60"1 x 32"H

What You'll Need
Lumber

8 bd. ft. of rrl4rr birch
1 4x8 sheet. of3/+rrpl)ryvood

Hardware
t ir. 1tl2rr-wide continuous hinge
(8) #6" 5/s" flat-head screws
(60) #4 * 1/zrr flat-head screws
(12) #10, 3rr flat-head screws
10 sq, ft. plastic laminate

Support Arm Detail

A

l '13/4"

V
>23/q" <

Following the gluing sequence I
used will minirrize the number of
seams that show (Figure 3).

Mochining fhe Sfop Blocks
To properly position the support
arms, I n'rade two stop blocks and
rnountecl thern to the unclersicle of
the shelf. The notch in each block
fits over the support ann, ancl the
anglecl encl helps ease the arm into
position (Stop Block Detail).

For safety, I machinecl the small
blocks as one piece. Glue two
:r/.r"-thick pieces together to make
a 1r,/,rr-thick blank. Then rip the
blank to 1llsi l wide and crosscut it

Shel f
3/q"  x23Ya" x591/q"

End edging
3/q" x112" x24"

! t Stop block
1%"  x1 /2 "  x4 "

1Yz"-wide
continuous
hinge, 12" long

Support Arms
Begin making the support arms by
cutting a ply.woocl rectangle for
each arm and laying out the 35'
angled edge (Support Arm
Detail). Then cut the angles on
your table saw Again, use a long
miter gauge extension and stop
block to hold the pieces securely
during the cuts (Figure 2).

Solid woocl banding on the for-
ward-facing edges the support arms
neatly conceals the edges ofthe ply-
wood. Rip the banding from solid
stock ancl glue it to the plywood. I
found using clamps on the angled
edges was awkward, so instead I
used electrical tape, which stretch-
es enough to pull the banding snug.

\S
continuous hinge, -._E
60" lons ECA?|

I
Wall frame stile
3/r" x3" x12" Wall frame rail

3 / q " x 3 " x 6 0 "

' Support arm
3/a" x143/a" x113/q"

upper half-lap cutout is on the front
face. This joinery arrangement
counteracts the force of the fully
loaded shelf pulling on the frame.

Rip your rails and stiles to width
and cut them to length. Then
clamp a stop block to an extension
on your miter gauge, and set up a
:J/+" dado blade to cut the half-laps
(Figure 1). But before cutting
your frame material, I suggest you
make test cuts in scrao wood of
the same thickness.

After cutting the halfJaps, spread
glue on the joints and assernble the
frame. Make sure the frarne is
square before drilling pilot holes
and driving two #6, s/s" screws
through the back of each joint.

Use a 3/+" dado blade to cut half-laps in the
fnme nils and stiles, Clamp a stop block to
an extension screwed to your miter gauge.
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Use a long extension and stop block to
hold the support arms securely. Set your
miter gauge to cut the edge at a 35" angle,

Glue banding to the bottom edge of the
arms first, then to the angled edge, and
to the front edge last to cover the joints.

/"/
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Stop Block Detail

| 3/4" | 1316"1 3/4" I

Note: Block is 1/2"-wide.

Y2"
T

10rllong, which is enough for both
blocks plus a little extra.

Once you have the over-long
stock in hand, cut a 13/rorlwide dado
near each end (Figure 4). Next, cut
the blocks to length and use a fine
toothed handsaw to cut the angled
end of each piece (Figure 5).

Moking rhe Shelf
I made the shelf the same way I
made the counter for the laundry
center. Begin by cutting the
plywood to size (Swing-up Shelf
Construction View), then bond
the plastic laminate to the top sur-
face following the techniques
described in lnying La.minates on
page28.

Once the laminate is secure,
rout a tongue on all four edges of
the shelf (see Edging lnminated
Surfaces on page 22).Tte tongues
provide a solid connection for the
birch edging, which you can
machine to fit now.

After ripping the edging to
width, miter it to length. Then glue
the edging to the shelf, and sand a
3/arr radius on the front corners.
Routing 1,/srr charnfers along the
edges is a safety feature, and
dresses up the edging.

Insbll a 13/ro" dado blade in your hble
saw, and cut a 3As"deep dado near each
end of he wenized pice.

Assembling rhe Shelf
The backbones of this project are
the continuous hinges used to
mount the shelf and arms to the
frame. Continuous hinges are very
sfong, and keep the shelf from sag-
ging when ifs loaded with clothes.

First cut two l2rllong hinges for
mounting the arms to the frame.
Hold each hinge in position (flush
with the inside edge of each frame
stile) and drill the pilot holes. Then
screw the hinges to the frame.
Repeat these steps and secure an
arm to each hinge.

Now cut a 5 ft.Jong section of
hinge to attach the shelf to the
frame. Screw the hinge to the
underside ofthe back edging on the
shelf (Figure 6). Mount the hinge
to the frame so the knuckle over-
hangs the frame's face.

Instolling rhe Shelf
I found that installing the shelf so
the top surface is 32rr off the floor
provides a good working position

Using a small hand saw, cut two stoP
block fiom the ovenized piece. Then
angle the leading edge of each block.

for me. You may want to alter this
height for your needs.

To position the shelf 32rr off the
floor, I marked a level line l3Yzrl
below that ideal height and nailed a
cleat to the wall, keeping its top
edge flush with the line (Figure 7).
Since the shelf assembly is fairly
heavy, I located three studs and
secured the cleat to them.

Next, a friend and I lifted the
shelf assembly and set the frame
on the cleat. I drilled a pair of coun-
tersunk pilot holes through the
frame at each stud location. Driving
a screw through each hole secured
the shelf assembly to the wall.

After removing the cleat, I
swung the support arms straight
out from the frame (using a fram-
ing square for accuracy), and
screwed the stop blocks to the
underside of the shelf.

Without a doubt. the addition of
this shelf makes it easier than ever
to keep the laundry room neat and
organized, especially when com-
bined with the laundry center. And

Mount hinge b undenide of shelf, flush witt
rcar d back ed$ng, Mount b fiame so hinge
knuckle ovefiangs front face of frame.

Measurc down 13%" fiom desircd shelf
lBight and nail a cleat b wall. &t fie frame
on the cleat, and scrcw fiame inb studs.

it doesn't eat up
valuable floor

Tack cleat to wall to
hold frame in position.



IAyLng I-aminates
Wood al,way ranhs a,rnong nty

add other ingredi,ents - steet or ,;Jj#*Jffi? ffh1",:1",::
brass hardware, maybe euen

ceramic tile, glass, or some ni,ce
granite or marble. Working with
most of these alternative materials
requires tools and techniques that
depart frr from my normal wood-

. worklng routine, but plastics and
highgressure decorative lami-
nates are an exception. They can
be machined with normal carbide
blades and cutters. The differ-
ences? I-dminates are thinner and
more brittle than wood. Cutting
takes some care, and adhesives
and gluing methods also vary.
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leorning fhe Bcsics
The first hurdle you'll encounter
with decorative laminate is cutting
the material to size. For most pro-

Even though the core of "plasdc"
laminate is really layers of lrraft
paper (similar to brown shopping
bags, and also made from wood
fiber), conventional gluing meth.
ods don't work very well. Thaf,s
because the kraft paper is impreg.

Wft he rcugh sire ma*ed on the fac ol
fte laminab, suppoil he mabdal near:
$e line and ruut it wiilr a stalght bit.

top material choi,ces when it
cornes to projects, but I often

once ifs glued to the substrate
(the panel you use as a gluing
base). I like to leave the laminate
at least ilr oversize along each
edge to give me a comfortable
margrn for trimming.

You can cut the rough laminate
blank freehand with a router, as
long as you provide support to
keep the laminate flat (Figure 1).
The table saw also works fine, but
you'll need a kerfed wood guide to
keep the laminate from sliding
under your rip fence @igure 2).

Your next challenge will be mak-
tng the stuff stick where you wanl



nated with phenolic plastic resin.
large furniture and cabinet shops
with fuIl-sheet presses can use
ordinary white or yellow glue, but
for the rest of us, contact cement
works best.

Glue-up: One Shot
You'll find contact cements with
either solvent-based or water-
borne formulas, and application
methods include brushing, rolling,
and spraying. On really porous
materials you may need two coats
to provide adequate coverage.

The best substrates are engi-
neered wood panels, such as parti-
cleboard, plywood, or medium-
density fiberboard (MDF), that
don't move as much as solid wood.

Apply the adhesive to both sur-
faces to be joined, but don't put
them together right away. Allow
the cement time to air-dry (the
sheen will change from glossy to
matte) and to develop a slight tack.
Don't be fooled by the weak grab
on your finger, though - contact
cement is designed to cling tena-
ciously to itself, bonding instanfly
when the two coated surfaces
make contact (hence the name).
You don't need clamps, but you
have to get it right the first time.

After the cement has set up on
both the laminate and the panel,
you can put the pieces together. I
use thin wood strips as spacers to
hold the material apart until I posi-
tion the laminate (Figure 3).
(V'enetian blind slats and wood
dowels are alternatives.)

Once the positioning is correct,
remove the center spacers and
press the laminate down, working
toward each end and removing fhe
spacers as you go (Figure 4). To
ensure a good bond, I also use
light hammer blows on a wood
block, or pressure from a J-roller,
to seat the laminate completely
(nigure 5). Be careful not to crack
the overhanging laminate at the
edges - you want b clean trim.

Trimming ond Edging
With most laminated panels, you'll
want to trim the excess laminate
flush with the edges of the sub-
strate. A bearing-guided flush-trim
router bit is the surest way to get a
clean edge (Figure 6). The bit s
carbide flutes shear the laminate
from the edge so there's none of
the tearout common with sawing
through the face.

There's another technique I use
when I don't have a flush-trim bit
handy. I bond an oversize laminate

blank to an oversize substrate,
then cut the panel to size on the
table saw (always with the lami-
nate side up to avoid chipping).

High pressure laminates offer a
durable and easy-to-clean surface
for a lot of projects, not to mention
a wild variety of colors and tex-
fures. They're easy to apply, and
you can opt for different edge
treatments, including wood mold-
ing that matches your project. I

Laminates slide undel most fences, so if
you cut the mateilal on the table saw, use
a kerfed wood fence to guide the edge.

After you apply contact cement to both the laminate and substrate and let it dry, set
clean spacen onb the substrate. Then position the laminate rcughly in place.

Sbrting at the center of the panel, remove
the spacen and prcss the laminab down,
The conbct cement will bond instantly.

A J-ruller helps ensurc a strcng cement
bond. A double.wheel rcller (in back-
grcund) can do the edges after trimming.

A flush-trim ruuter bit, guided by a bear-
ing, will shear the laminab off along he
edges. Watch for voids in the substrate.
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Prairie Treasure Box
Eaery year at this time I try to

come up with a project that I
can easily mass produce for

holiday gifts. Since I uswally
end up bwilding six or senen,

it's important to keep the
machining setups simple and con-
sistent so that parts for every unit
can be made at the same time.

This year I made treasure boxes
for storing jewelry, photos, letters,
and other collectibles. As one
friend pointed out, these boxes
look like a house. I suppose that's
natural since home designs are
always on my mind. Inspiration for
this design came from Prairie
Style architecture, made well-
known by Frank Lloyd Wright in
the early part of this century.
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Prairie Style was an offshoot of the
futs and Crafts movement.

Although crisscrossing grids are
one hallmark of the Prairie Style,
they're optional in this project - a
box without them is still very hand-
some. Making the grids isn't diffi-
cult, but it does take time. Either

G, HAMMERED
#t  t  f i  lc0PPER

r'ft W$ #- q"
f - 
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- f
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Panel Options
I experimented with three panel materials,
and I know there are othen that will cre-
ate an appropriate look for this project.

Copper is available at many hardware
stores. To imitate the traditional look of
hammered metal, I tapped my panels
with, of all things, a trailer ball hitch. Try
striking your copper with different objects
until you create a pattern that suits you.

As for stained glass, mine came from a
local stained glass shop, and I found the
rice paper at an art supply store.

RICE
PAPER

' '3!ft#"#6t
.d#;*#/-

way you decide to go, you'll end up
with beautiful results.

For the panels, I used three
materials that are closely tied with
Prairie Style traditions (Panel
Options). These are just sugges-
tions - I know there are other
choices that will work just as well.
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Upright72" x/2" x11/q" /  lz" xVz" x4"

(halfofcompleted upright) --- I n ,-fop-+ffi t--rlfr U 3/4" xg" x14''
t f

# Panel
Grid rail (side)
/r" x/a" x5'

screw l i  z,,xro,,
#6x1/2" oval head /- 

nl.st;;;---,-' Retaining strips 0hickness varies depending

%" x7, on material choice.)

(quarter-round molding) /-t- 7  $ l

Prairie Box Consffuction View
0VERALL SIZE: 9"W x1 4"L x 57/a" H

Grid stile -

Stile
lz "  x1%"  x4"Front rail

/2"  x ' l%" x 12"  -

/q" x%" x2,, Panel
2 "  x 5 "

(lhickness varies depending ]
on material choice.) 

l

Peg -/
1A"  x%"  x lz

(Use this length until
pegs are installed.)

Geiling Frqmed
With simplicity of construction in
mind, I designed each wall of the
box as a frame (Prairie Box
Construction View). The four
pieces in each frame are held
together with half-lap joints, which
you can cut easily on your table
saw with a dado blade.

Because the joinery is identical
in all the frame pieces, and the size
of the pieces is rather small, I
decided to machine extra-wide
stock - a kind of gang-cutting
operation. I machined the half-lap
joints into 6rLwide stock, then
ripped this stock into 1tl4tt-vi6"
pieces for the rails and stiles. This
practice increases safety and saves
a lot of time.

So to begin, joint one edge of
some 6llwide, r/ztt-thick stock for
the frames, then crosscut pieces to
length for the rails and for the
stiles. In addition, you'll want to cut
some extra material to use for test-
ing your half-lap setups.

Now install a 3/+rr-wide dado
blade in your table saw and, using
your miter gauge and a wood

extension, cut sample half-laps in
pieces of the extra frame material
(Figure 1). Once the blade height
and fence setting are perfect, cut a
half-lap in both ends of your rail
and stile stock.

Once you're done cutting the
halfJaps, replace the dado blade
with a standard saw blade and rip
your rails and stiles to width
(Figure 2). Be sure to use a push
block so you can keep your hands
well away from the blade while rip-
ping these narrow pieces.

WhatYou'll Need
(per box)

Ltrmber
2 sq. ft. of l/2rr-thick hardwood
1 sq. ft. of l/4rr-thick hardwood
1 sq. ft. o:f r/4tt-thickhardboard

ll/zbd. ft. of 3/nrr-thick hardwood

Hardware
(2) #6* 1%rr brass oval head

wood screws
(2) 2tt" 10rr panels*
(2) 2tt" 5rr Panels*

*material of your choice

)

\

-A- | l i
altJ

\ Brad
17 gauge, 72" long

Grid rail (front)
Vq" x%" x'10"

\ side rail
% "  x 1 % "  x 7 "

% "  x 6 % "  x 1 1 % "
(hardboard)

Make several passes to form a half-lap at
each end of the 5"-wide pieces of stock
you've cut to lengh hr the rails and stiles.

After machining the half-laps, rip the wide
stock into the rails and stiles. Test-fit the
pieces bgether befure gluing up the frames.
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Frame Details

Rqil ond Srile Assembly
Now you can put the rails and
stiles together to make the frames
(Frame Details). Don't use any
glue until youVe checked the fit of
each assembly- if the machine
setups were accurate, the half-lap
joints will be tight and the frames

Spread glue on each half-lap and clamp
the joinb together. Make sure the assem-
blies an quare befure leaving them to dry,

ought to be square. After fine tun-
ing, glue the rails and stiles togeth-
er (Figure 3). You'll want to clamp
each corner to press the halflap
surfaces snug. Srhen the squeeze-
out becomes rubbery, shear it off
with a chisel.

Mochining Smoll Stock
Since the fit of so many upcoming
steps depends on the l/+rr strips
used for the grids and pegs, I sug-
gest you make this stock now

First set the blade and the fence
on your table saw, and rip into the
edge of your r/zrlthick stock
(Figure 4). Continue raising the
blade and making several more
passes to cut the kerf deeper.
When the kerf is about 234rr deep,
lower the blade, set the fence 23/ttl
from the blade, and cut the thin
stock free of the board.

Side Frame
(Oubide View) >

lLr

--/l
-r'1

Moking the Grids
As with the frames, making the
grids is all about half-laps (Grid
Details). And this is another
instance when I preferred to
machine the stock before ripping
it into the narrow strips.

Measure your frame openings
- in case your dimensions vary
from mine - and cut your stock
Yzrrlonger to allow for the half-laps
at the ends of the grid pieces.

Next, install ar/+tt dado blade in
your table saw and clamp a setup
block to the fence. Cut l/srr-deep

dadoes in the stock at the appro-
priate locations (Figure 5). To
check your setup, I suggest mak-
ing cuts in scrap stock first. Cut a
rabbet in both ends of each piece
as well (Figure 6).

Replace the dado blade with a
standard blade and rip r/att-*i4"

>  1 1 / q " * F
l%'
l-=\

ln '

lVn"

I
lVq"

T
yl'

)-J/
'J

I
4"

i
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You can easily make %"-thick stock from
thicker material by ripping a deep kerf,
then ripping the thin stock flom the board.
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Working with the %'-thick x 231+"-wide
stock, cut %"-deep dadoes at the overlap
locations on the grid pieces.

Once you've cut the dadoes, reset the
fence and setup block to cut the rabbet at
each end of the grid stock.

I

T
t

1Y4" -t 'K
t
J t t\7/,

I
T

l + 2 "  + l

(lnside View)

1A" deepxl/t" wide r with a chisel.

(lnside View)

Souare all corners
with a chisel.



Grid Details
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strips for the grid pieces and for
the pegs (Figure 7). To ensure
that these strips can't be kicked
back, use a push block that passes

through the blade with the strips.
Now carefully glue each grid

assembly together.

Squore Peg Holes
Forming square holes for the pegs

is a snap if you have a hollow chisel
mortiser. This tool drills out most
of the waste and squares the sides
of a hole in one step. Fortunately,
you can get the same results with
a drill and sharp chisel.

Iay out the peg hole locations
on the frames (Frame Details).
Then draw lines from corner to
corner to mark the center of each
layout. Chuck a1/qt'bit in your drill
and bore a r/arldeep hole at each
layout (Figure 8). Square the
holes with a very sharp l/+rr chisel,
taking your time to keep every-
thing crisp and even (Figure 9).

As you proceed, dry fit a peg

strip in the holes - you want a
snug fit, but not so tight that you

need a mallet.

1r., Tl\f).

I

Grid Mortises
Now that you have the hang of
forming square holes you can
move on to forming mortises in
the frames for the grid installation.

Before you can form these mor-
tises, however, you must rabbet the
back of each frame opening
(Frame Details). Use your router
table and a rabbeting bit, making
sure the bit's bearing limits the
width of the cutto 1/+rr (FigUre 1O).

Rout the rabbets and square the
corners with a chisel, then lay
each grid into its frame and outline

Front and Back Grid

*

flf
?'t l
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tl
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the mortise locations (Figure
l1). Drill out the mortise waste
with a r/qn bit, but this time drill
only 1/6rr deep. Square the holes
with a chisel, making sure to
check the fit ofthe grids as you go.

When everything fits, put a spot
of glue in each mortise and press
the grids into position. After the
glue sets, rip l/srr-deep grooves in
the frames for holding the bottom
(Frame Details). You'Il need to
make two passes with a standard
blade to cut grooves wide enough
for the | / 4n -thick hardboard.

Square up the peg holes with a sharp
chisel. As you work on each hole, test its
size with a %" Peg strip,

Set up your router table with a rabbeting
bit, then rout the rabbets around the
opening on the back of each frame,

Use a push block that can travel through
the blade while ripping the grid stock to
width. This will prevent kickbacks.

Begin forming square holes for the pegs

by drilling with a %" bit. Be sure to align
the bit with the center of each layout.

The easiest and most accurate way to
locate the grid mortises is to position each
grid and draw around the ends.
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Drill holes 7a"
deep, centered

Tq" Forstner i.;;;;i;
or brad ,^.:^..:^

/+" Chisel Rout /4" deep x 7n"
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So that each pair of frames is exactly the
same size, clamp a stop block to the wood
extension before mitering the frame ends.

Mitering the Fromes
Simplici[' is the key to this project,
and one of the simplest joints I
know is the miter. That is how I
joined the corners of the frames.

Even though mitering is sirnple,
accuracy is essential. Set up the
miter gauge with a wood extension
and a stop block, then take plenty
of time to tilt your blade precisely
at 45". Make test cuts in pairs of
scrap pieces until you can set them
together to form a 90' angle. Once
you're satisfied, miter the frames
(Figure l2). But don't glue them
together just yet.

Instolling the Ponels
Because the box is rather small,
installing the panels can be diffi-
cult after the frames are glued
together. Instead, I recommend
installing the panels now.

The method for installation
depends on the panel material you
choose. To hold in the copper and
rice paper, I used 1/+rr quarter-
round purchased from The
Woodworkers' Store (l-800-279-
4441). Since stained glass is thick-
er than copper or rice paper, and
doesn't leave room in the frame
rabbets for retaining strips, I used
very thin beads of clear silicone
caulk to hold them into the frames.

If you do use quarter-round
strips, miter the pieces to fit in the
frames. Then set the panel and
pieces into position and drill very
small pilot holes for 1/2tt-1eng brads
- don't drive the brads just yet.

Since finishing will be difficult
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Clamping Detail

once the brads are driven and the
frames are assembled, apply a cou-
ple of coats of wiping oil varnish
on all the parts now. But definitely
avoid getting any finish on the
miters or in the grooves for the
bottom. Finish in these areas will
prevent the glue from bonding
well with the wood or hardboard.

Assembling the Frqmes
Install the panels and quarter-
round molding, and cut the bottom
to size. Then glue the frames
together. I found that band clamps
worked well for clamping the
frames together (Clamping
Detail). Spread glue on each rniter
and put a small amount in the
grooves for the bottom, then apply
pressure with the band clamps.

Shear off any glue before it hard-
ens, then give the box a good sand-
ing to 180-grit after the glue dries.
Be careful sanding the grids -

aggressive sanding can cause a
depression in these fragile areas.

Now you can filI the square
holes with pegs. Cut \/')tt-long

pegs, and glue them into position.
later, after the glue sets, use a
fine-toothed handsaw to cut off the
excess, leaving the top of each peg
just proud of the frame surfaces. A
piece of plastic laminate is ideal for
positioning the saw for these cuts
(Figure 13).

File and sand the ends of the
pegs to remove the saw marks,
then use a rag to apply several
coats of finish to them.

Moking rhe Top
Choosing stable wood for the top
reduces the chance of warpage
over time. hok for quartersawn or
rift sawn (straight-grained) stock,
and use material you know is dry.

To further reduce the chance of
warpage, make the top with two or
more pieces glued edge-to-edge.

After sanding the glued-up panel
and cutting it to size, tilt your saw
blade 26" and bevel each edge

You'll have a perfect cutoff gauge if you
protect the frames with plastic laminate
while you cut the pegs to length.

Clamp a tall extension to your table saw
fence and rip the bevels, first on the ends,
then on the edges of the top.

Be sure assembly remains square as you tighten the clamps.
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Tbp Details

V

26"
bevel

(End

View)

ff.r_ /a,,

(Top Details). Always cut bevels
or.r the ends first, where tearout is
rnost likely to occur (Figure 14).
Following with the edge grain cuts
should remove any tearout.

Sand the bevels, then use a dado
blade to rabbet the underside of
the top so it nests nicely into the
box (Figure 15).

Moking rhe Hondle
Prairie Stylists drew inspiration
frorn Oriental architecture and fur-
niture. Although this box is not an
authentic reproduction, the handle
picks up on this traditional theme.

To make the hanclle, rip rnaterial
to width for the crossbar and
uprights, and leave all the pieces
long for now (Handle Details).
The extra length makes machining
safer and easier.

Next, install a r/2" dado blade

Use a %" dado blade to cut the shallow
rabbets on the underside of the top. Make
sure the resulting lip fits inside your box.

(Top View)

and, using your miter gauge, a
wood extension and a stop block,
cut the dado in each upright. Fine-
tune the fit of the uprights around
the crossbar stock, then cut the
uprights to length. Use the miter
gauge setup for this operation too.

Cut the crossbar to length and
glue the uprights into pairs around
it. After the glue dries, mark X's on
the bottom end of each upright,
then carefully measure the dis-
tance from one center to the other
(it should be 3'r), and transfer these
locations to the top (Top Details).

Now dril l  pilot holes for #6
screws in the uprights, and drill
generously sized pilot holes in the
top. Countersink the underside of
the top for the screws.

Sand the handle to ease all the
sharp edges, then apply several
coats of finish to it and to the top.

Screw the top to the handle with
#6" lt/ztt brass oval head screws
(I used oval head screws because
they are more attractive than
flat-head screws). Since brass
screws break so easily, I always
follow a two-step procedure to
drive them, as described in the
Pro Tip above.

Finol Thoughts
If you intend to keep delicate items
in your box, you might want to add
one more detail. I sometimes use
black felt to cover a piece of stiff

Handle Details
(Side View)

l\ crossbar upright
1/0"r 

-.-r-l---\--L- {
T[ l--___l [ur
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(End Views) iv/'
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for uprights to do all machining.

Y2"
T

Brass screws are
soft and break
easily when being
driven in hard-
wood. To avoid
this problem, drill
your pilot holes,
then drive in and
remOve steel screws that match the size
and thread count of your brass screws.
The path cut by the steel screws makes
it easy to install the brass screws.

cardboard that fits down into the
box. The felt protects jewelry and
other precious collectibles, and
increases the "elegance factor" of
the completed project.

Not that this project needs more
elegance. Simple lines and a classic
appearance are more than enough.
And even more imporlantly, I know
your family and friends will appreci-
ate your craftsmanship
when a Prairie
Treasure Box
shows up
among their
h o l i d a y

(Bottom View)
l <  4 "  t Y

Y T-l rl:-

]|

NOTE: Cut extra-long pieces

lnstalling Brass Screws

9fits. 'rm



Highlights from this
Year's Tbol Shows

For a lot of Americans, the end
of summer means squeezing i,n

that long awaited uacation,
scrambling to prepare for the
coming school year, or maybe

finishing outdoor projects
before the fall weather turns cold.
But for a couple of long weekends
in August, two of the biggest
woodworking and tool trade
shows in the country hosted over
50,000 people intent on getting
down to business. The 1997
Woodworking Machinery and
Furniture Supply Fair, held in
Anaheim, CA, featured everything
from dime-a-dozen dowel pins to
computerized manufacturing
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equipment costing upwards of half
a million dollars - all there to see
and sample in the flesh.

One week later, Chicago's newly
expanded McCormick Place con-
vention center hosted the National
Hardware Show, where manufac-
turers from across North America
showcased wares even more
diverse - hand and power tools,
building materials, electrical and
plumbing supplies, paints and fin-
ishes, lawn and garden products,
and more. If it goes into a home, or
a home shop, odds are it was dis-
played somewhere amidst those
miles of aisles.

Although these shows cater to
industry professionals and retail-
ers, both feafure new tools and
other oroducts aimed at home-

owners and small-shop woodwork-
ers like you and me. Trouble is,
not every tooljunkie gets a chance
to see them. We knew we couldn't
arrange for all of our deserving
Workbench readers to attend the
events (imagine the parking and
name tags, for starters), but we
did do the next best thing - we
combed through several thousand
exhibitor's booths, pens in hand
and cameras poised, to round up
the latest and greatest these com-
panies have to offer.

Some of our favorites are fea-
tured in the following pages, but
we'll be bringing you more details
on these and other new tools from
the shows in upcoming issues of
Workbench, so stay tuned. For now,
here are some newsmakers.



ReiTbch Easy-Off Power Control Switch
Having a table saw blade bind or a
workpiece jam against the fence is
an unnerving experience, no mat-
ter how skilled you are. If you're
fortunate enough to capture the
workpiece with both hands before
it becomes a missile, you still have
to deal with a spinning saw blade
or cutter that makes no distinction
between flesh and fir.

The obvious solution is to turn
the machine ofl but do you want
to let go of the wood now? This is
the scenario that inspired
ReiTech's Easy Off Power Control.
The oversize panel houses a stan-
dard pushbutton start switch, but
shutoff is accomplished by a knee
bump to the large STOP sign.

For l2Gvolt machines up to 15
amps, the #CR ($89.95) accepts
the machine cord plug directly
and plugs right into a wall outlet.
This is a nice safety boost for both
stationary and bench top tools.

Call ReiTech at (800) 385-6161.

Bessey PowerGrip
What is the sound of one hand clamping? Try out
Bessey's new PowerGrip clamp and you'll know.
Granted, one-handed clamps have been around a
few years now, but earlier versions sacrificed some
power for the convenience. Only recently have man-
ufacturers thought to combine the one-handed
adjustment with a screw jaw, and Bessey's versions
(12rr and 24rrlong) yield a hefty 1,000lbs. pressure.
Features include a quick-release sliding jaw, an
adjustment lever you can operate from either the
handle or rail side of the clamp, and a tempered
one-piece steel rail. Retail cost? fuound $35-$39.
Call American Clamping Corp. at (800) 82&1004.

Freud Raised Panel Bits
Every sawy woodworker knows that table-mount-
ing a router doubles its versatility, and new cutter
profiles have really made an impact, too. Now Freud
has adapted the patented design of its 2+2 shaper
cutters into a line ofraised panel router bits.

Freud developed the geometry of the 2+2 cutters
to leave a clean, splinter-free edge where the panel's
bevel and face meet. Two large up-cutwings remove
most of the bevel, while the down-shear action of the
small wings clips the fuzzy edges common on the
end grain of raised panels. No more sanding!
Offered in seven profiles, the Yzrlshank bits list for
$100-S125. Call Freud at (800) 472-7307.
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Jacobs Hand-Tite RouterChuck
Changing router bits isn't a horrif-
ic ordeal, but most woodworkers
can tell tales of pinched fingers,
scraped knuckles, and missing col-
let wrenches. Won't it be awful to
give all that up?

You'd better brace yourself for
just that, because Jacobs Chuck
Mfg. Co. debuted its new Hand-
Tite RouterChuck in Chicago.
Unlike a conventional threaded
collet system, the RouterChuck
features a snaplock collet that
requires just a firm push (toward
the motor) to lock the bit in place.

Tb release, just pull the collet cap
until'you feel the lock snap open
and relax the steel sleeve's grip.

According to Jacobs, the tool-
free collets will arrive first as com-
ponents on new routers (demos
were done with Porter-Cable and
DeWalt routers, but no brands
have been specified yet), then
later sold as retrofit accessories.
We saw only ar/tttcollet, but Vsrl
and r/zn versions are in the works.

Cost and release date schedules
are still being sorted out, we were
told. CallJacobs at (864) 654.5926.

Award-Winning Knife
Developed by a Canadian manufacturer, the Nack
Ifuife is a new addition to the Tim Allen Signature
Tools line, and it has to be the trickest utility knife
design alive. Inside the ergonomic handle lurks a
retractable blade system that lets you get up to 30
fresh knife edges without ever touching a blade.

A rotary magazine stores 15 double-ended
blades. You simply retract the dull blade and dial in
a new one. Use up 15 edges, then reverse the mag-

azine to get the
other 15 blades.
The knife is $20;
a replacement
magazine is $5.
For info, call
(888) 24S5536.

New Porter-Cable Tbols
Porter-Cable launched additions to several tool
groups this year, including pneumatic fastening
tools (a new medium-crown construction stapler
and a roofing nailer), three newJetStream portable
air compressors, new cordless drills and flashlights,
and several router accessories. Among the latter are
two dust collection fittings for Porter-Cable routers.
These bases install on
the routers and divert
chips and dust into a
vacuum hose. Retail cost
is about $39 for the
smaller unit and about
$46 for the larger. For
information call Porter-
Cable at (800) 487-8665.

Milwaukee Sharp-Fire
Marketed almost exclusively to contractors, auto-
feed power screwdrivers save a lot of hassle and
time fastening drywall, assembling cabinets and fur-
niture, and screwing down decking and subflooring.
Home.shop woodworkers might consider them a
luxury item only, but if you have projects going on
year-round like we do, they really earn their keep.

Milwaukee unveiled four versions of its new
SharpFire system - with low rpm (G2,500) and
hrgh rpm (G4,000) driver motors, and with compact
(shown) and extended driveshaft housings. Usable
fasteners currenfly range from lt/tu to 2rrin length,
with longer sizes to be added later. The screws are
collated in strips of 50. The nose of the gun has
depth-of-drive control and lets you install a full plas-
tic collation strip in just a few seconds. Cost for the
systems will start at about $300 retail.

The company also had new l&volt cordless tools
on hand - ar/2tt rotary hammer, andVzt D-handle
and right-angle drills - and 12 other new tools.

For more info, call Milwaukee at (800) 4l+6527.
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New Quieter
Shop Vacuums
Wet/dry vacuums can really help
improve the breathing conditions
in your shop, but the noise they
make is almost as annoying as all
that airborne sawdust. Enter two
new machines to change that.

First is the German-made SQ
from Wap International. The 10-
gallon polyethylene tank features
an offset intake port that creates a
cyclonic effect, separating heavy
dust and debris. Noise level from
the 1.Ghp motor is only 58 deci-
bels (dB), versus the more typical
75-80 dB. With hose, filter, and six
attachments, the SQ sells for about
$500. Auto-start tool feature is
optional. Call (800) 237-2368.

Hitachi also introduced a new
7.5-gal. industrial shop vacuum,
rated at just 66 dB. The RP3OSA
features both wet and dry filters, a
stainless steel tank, roller base, a
10.Gamp motor, plus a 10-ft. flex
hose and eight attachments. Retail
cost is expected to be around $230.

Other newcomers at the Hitachi
booth included a 10rr bench-top
table saw, a 12rr portable planer,
and a prototype cordless power
plane. For info, call Hitachi/Koki
U.S.A. at (800) 54G1666.

Help for the Home Plumber
Most people who tackle home
plumbing jobs learn that these
projects aren't difficult, but few
of us feel confident soldering
copper pipe joints. It's actually
pretty easy, but we found a great
idea at the Hardware Show that
makes it just about foolproof.

SoldOmat Rapid Solder Rings
give you a pre-measured amount
of lead-free tinlsilver alloy,
formed into a ring that sticks to
the flux-coated end of a copper
pipe. You simply press the fitting
on over the solder ring and heat
the joint with a propane torch.
The ring melts and solder flows
through the joint, starting at the
inside, where the seal is critical.
It's simple, but oh-so clever.

The rings, sold in t/2",3/,+", and
|r diameters, start at less than
10Q each, depending on quantity.

Manufacturer Pace Machinery
Group of Wasco, IL, also has
other products designed to make
life tolerable for the plumbing-
impaired. To handle another con-
cern about soldering copper pipe

- fire danger - the company
offers the Flame-Gard, a 9n " l2r
heat shield made from woven
ceramic fiber ($9.98).

Other favorites are the Pipe
Slice(s), three self-adjusting tub-
ing cutters (for 3/e", \/2", or 3/q'

copper pipe; $tg.gS each)) with
spring{oaded cutting wheels,
and the Red Line S-Function
i"evel ($15.95), which provides
standard readings plus 1% and2o/o
slope for setting drain pipe.

For info, call (800) 327-3552.

Bosch Compact Belt Sander
The Skil-Bosch booth featured a
number of new power tools, but
the newsmakers were from one
group especially - sanders.
These included a line of palm-
grip random-orbit sanders, a new
half-sheet finishing sandeq and
one very different entry - a
compact belt sander.

This new sander shares its size
and basic shape with Bosch's
corner detail sanders, and it's
designed to get into the same
kind of tight spaces. The belt
sanding action makes stock
removal a lot faster though.

Belt size is 172'r " 12rr. Ten of
them will come in a kit with the
sander, a side handle. and a car-
rying case, for about $150 retail.

The palm-grip sanders aren't a
new category, but until now

Bosch has offered only larger
models of random-orbit sanders.
The full-featured model (S90
retail) has two speeds, a soft-grip
top, and through-the-pad dust
extraction with a canister.

Also new? A digital protrac-
torlanglefi nder/level ($99.95).

Call SB at (800) 301-8255.
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Well-balanced Hammers
With all the electronic-control power tools and other
high-tech fare at these shows, it was nice to see
there's still room for traditional hand tools that have
been rethought or reinvented. Two new hammers
were among those offerings this year.

TakagiTools grew
its line of Japanese-
style woodworking
tools (they make the
Shark Saw line) to
include several nail
pullers and a hybrid
hammer design.

The Homing ham-
mer (top photo) has
a fiberglass shaft
and cushioned gnp,
but the business end
is the traditional
Japanese "duck's
head" shape. The 23-
oz. head feels much
lighter, and has side
faces for tight nail-

ing. List price is $36. Call Takagi at (800) 777-5538.
The other newcomer is from HartTool Co., devel-

oper of the California Framer. Called the 'TV'oody,"

their new hammer keeps their trademark hickory
handle, but sports a stainless steel head with a
square face (for a bigger "sweet spot) and an
extended tang. The tang adds strength, plus has
shoulders that protect the handle from oversfikes.
They also added a side pull claw to the head. Cost is
about $60 for the 22-oz.; a 17-oz. version is planned.

For info, call HartTool Co. at (800) 3314495.

Drill Sharpening System
If you suffer from chronic DTDS (Dull Twist Drill
Syndrome), there's a cure for what ails you. It's a
self-contained sharpening system called the Drill
Doctor, and it tunes up drill bits without guesswork.

The system has its own motor and three separate
ports that automatically index the bit, grind itwith a

diamond wheel, then
"split" the point so it
stays on center. The
#500SP ($129) handles
bits from 3/zz" to t/2";

the #750SP ($169)
sharpens drills from
3/pt'to 32rr in diameter.

For info, call Darex
Corp. at (800) 547-0222.

Talking Tape Measure
DrCrtal tape rules offer high-tech help with measur-
ing, but Zircon pushed the envelope further still to
make one that actually talks back to you - or more
accurately, lets you talk back to yourself.

The Repeater is a 2Sft. tape rule with a built-in
digital voice recorder. You take a reading, but say
the dimension out loud rather than memorize it.

Press a button and it
plays back. You can also
record/listen in a stop
and-start sequence (up to
20 seconds), and rewind
to repeat the messages.
Cost is under $30. Call
(800) 245-9265.

New Classic Edition Unisaw
Showgoers used to Delta's stan-
dard green-gray and black color
scheme got an eyeful of something
unusual at the company's Anaheim
booth. A Classic Edition Unisaw.
decked out in a coat of Biesemeyer
white, drew a lot of stares.

The white Unisaw actually got a
test debut last year at the
International Woodworking Fair in
Atlanta. But then it was just a teas-
er to get the crowd's reaction, and
this year the color scheme will see
daylight on production models.

Delta is promoting the saw with
a package that includes a carbide

tipped blade, Biesemeyer fence,
and extension table. It sells for
$1,699 (minus a $100 rebate).

Also new for the company is a
12rr compound miter saw (retail
around $429) with a sliding fence
and a base design that allows
direct mounting to 2x lumber
(such as a sawhorse rail).

Other new products carrying
the Delta name are a compactvari-
ablespeed stock feeder, a 121/ztl
portable planer with a cutterhead
lock to control sniping, and a cart-
mounted lr/z-hp dust collector.
Call Delta at (800) 43&2486.
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"Cabinet Claw" Clamp & Guide
let you drive the assembly
screws. Retail cost is $60 a pair.

For info, call (312) 66G0640.

It's more than frustrating to have
installation problems undo the
work you put into making cus-
tom cabinets. Now Adjustable
Clamp Co. offers help for this job
- the Pony Cabinet Claw.

This tool not only clamps adja-
cent cabinet frames together, it
aligns them flush and has a
retractable guide for drilling the
screw holes. The guide pivots to

Home Fireman System
When fires start, reaction time is
critical, but most homes aren't
equipped with real safeguards.
The Home Fireman ($199) fea-
tures a between-the-sfuds cabi-
net, installation kit, and a valve
that connects to a supply line.
Inside is a 40-ft. hose and a S-lb.
extinguisher. Call SafeHome
Industries at (888) 662-3473.

Makita Electric Chain Saws
Ifyou use a chain saw around the
yard more than out in the woods,
nothing beats the convenience of

an electric model. There's no fuel
to mix and no engine to keep
tuned - just sharpen the chain.

Makita introduced gas chain
saws last year, and now offers
two electric versions (14rr and
16rr), also made by the same
German subsidiary. Look for
retail cost around $199-S219,
with availability by year's end.

Call (800) 462-5482.

Micro-F'ence Vacuum Circle Jig
As far as precision, engineering
qualiff, and ease of setup, the
Micro-Fence edge-guide system
for routers still occupies a class
by itself. This Vacuum Center
accessory has the same genes.

Using the company's circle-
routing guide, the vacuum cen-
ter has a venfuri valve and a suc-
tion-ring hold-down that leaves
no mark on the workpiece. Cost

is $399 with the 6rr to 48rr circle
guide, or $299 without. Call
Micro-Fence at (800) 48U6427.

Starrett "Oops"
Hole Saw Arbor
If youVe ever goofed up by drilling
too small a clearance hole for pipe,
or had to enlarge an existing hole,
you know how critical the pilot bit
is for a hole saw. The L.S. Starrett
Co. has a solution - an arbor that
lets you mount two hole saws
simultaneously and use the small-
er saw to pilot the larger one.

The "Oops" arbor lists for $6.98
and accepts Starrett hole saws
from7/s" through 6rr in diameter.

Call Starrett at (508) 249-3551.

More to Come!
Much as we'd have liked to, we
couldn't do justice in one issue to
all of the new items featured at
these shows, so we had to settle on
a few of our favorites.

Don't panic, though. Workbench
will continue to bring you news on
the other tools and home improve-
ment products we saw in Anaheim
and in Chicago. Still to come: Jet's
new Shopline - seven affordable
machines for the home shop; new
hand tools from Veritas/ke
Valley; precision router table and
table saw fences from JoinTech;
DeWalt's new miter saw stand;
cordless drills from Ryobi; Dutch
Boy's new exterior house paints
forrnulated for regional climates;
an awesome heavy-duty lathe from
Powermatic; Keller's 1500 single
template dovetail-routing system,
and much more.

For now, though, this should
provide a good start on your wish
list for the holidays! tE
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Miter Saw Station
When I'm getting started on a arm saw, slammed one end against

prOjeCt, A trip tO the IOCAI lUm- the cutoff stop, and had the board

beryard, i, usuotty iti p"r, of Hffiij:.'n*,l ll.H: H:
the routine, a stop to pick up

the materials I'll need. But
sometimes I get more than

a truckload of wood - sometimes
I get inspiration for ideas that
might improve my project or even
change the way I work in my shop.

One of those revelations came
as I watched a yard-hand crosscut
some framing stock for me. He
threw a long 2x10 onto the radial
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measure. This is not exactly unap-
pealing, I thought, but I knew a 16rl
industrial saw and a20-ft. support
table weren't in my budget.

Still, I was a changed handyman.
I knew that a modest upgrade in
my tool arsenal would let me work
faster and more accurately, so I
went shopping for a power miter
saw. With compound mitering
capability and blade diameters up
to 72t, these machines can match
some radial arm saws cut for cut.

especially if you splurge for one
with a sliding head for wider cuts.

Because they're designed for
portability, though, miter saws
don't provide much support for
long boards, and they don't have
cutoff guide rails with adjustable
stops. I've seen a number of after-
market saw stands designed to
give miter saws a little help with
these features, but most of the
good ones cost as much as the saw
itself. I figured I could design
something for less money, and
maybe even add some features the
store-bought units don't have, like
a built-in tool trav.



Miter Saw Station Consfruction View
OVERALL SIZE: 101/a"H x 28"W x 96"1

Stop block

De.Staco
#201 clamp

Hex-head bolts
sla"-18 x2%"-.

\

Support rails
%" x1Vz" x1/2"  x72"

(aluminum angle)

Tooltray ---
(74" pegboard)

Center beam

M  e  n  S A W  S T A T I O N
A kit has been assembled that includes all the necessary hardware, the toggle clamp,
and the three aluminum rails required for this project.
or(lcr numb(.r:13{rriZrlr. . . . $85.95 plrrs shipping ancl hanrll irrg.

(Note: t)ue to thc long rails, therc is a shipping surcharge of $8.00 over the nonnal shipping costs.)

To order, ell Workbench at (aOO)31 l-3994.

long rails through the plafform (a
cantilevered design) provides
more support at the ends, anlrvay.

No Foncy Mqferiols
The lumber list for this project is
so short you can probably salvage
all the materials from leftover
stock in your shop. And you've
probably noticed already that this
saw station is just a work plafform,
designed to rest on sawhorses. I
thought briefly about building in
some folding legs, but didn't want
to add the extra weight and bulk.
(Plans for the sawhorses shown
can be found in the August 1997
issue of Workbench.)

Start by cutting the3/s" plyrvood
for the top, making sure you get
the corners square. Alignment of
the other parts depends on it.

Star knob
5 l ^ ' r  :

* ' ' o  J Plywood top
3/q" x181/2" x261/2"

(May require
modification

for other saws.)

Hold down block
3/4'1 x1y2" x3''

Q Iv
- Riser block

(laminated
plywood)

Riser base

0utrigger cap
3/q" x3Y2" x17"

(plywood)

0utrigger base
lVz" x3/2" x163/q"Guide blocks

3/4" x2y2" x3''
(uHMvv)

Build Around Your Sow
The features and basic layout of
this portable miter saw station can
work with virtually any saw, but
the overall dimensions and mount-
ing bolt locations may have to be
adjusted for the make and model
you own. (l designed this one for
my Milwaukee #6490 saw.)

First, figure out a comfortable
plafform size, one that has room
for at least the saw and two riser
block assemblies (Miter Saw
Station Construction View).

I chose aluminum for the sup-
port rails for the same reason
most of the commercial miter saw
stands use it - it's lightweight,
strong, and rigid. At first I thought
a telescoping rail system would be
nice, but it's a bit impractical for a
shop-built workstation. Extending

Leg leveler -..

0utrigger support post
1Y2" x3Y2" x31"

(for 30" sawhorse height)

hq,

Cut off stop rail
%" x1%" x1lz" x96"

(aluminum angle) -

What You'll Need
Lumber

(l) 3/ t' x 48rr x 32rr piece of fir plywood
16lin. ft. of 2x4fir
10 lin. ft. of 1x4 pine
(l) t/tu x gtt 

" 23tt pegboard

Hardware
s/ra'r Star knobs
s/rorr T-nuts
5/ro" Flat washers
DeStaco #201 hold-down clamp
#6, \/ztt Pan-head sheet metal screws
Adjustable leg leveler
3/ail,2r/zu 

" 24rr UHMW plastic
r/Btt x l1'/2tt x ll2rrAluminum angle
(turo 72tt long; one 96rr long)
5/16rrx 18tpi Hex-head bolts with
full-thread shanks: (four 2r/2tt long;
four 4frlong; two  l/zttlong)

(88) #8 Flat-head wood screws: (eight lVrrl
long; forty lr/ztt Iong; forty 13/+rrlong)

(10)
(10)
(10)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(1)
(q

(10)
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Box & Rails Consffuction View Tool Tray Detail

Fastener I-ayout Detail

Before you glue the rabbeted
beams to the plywood, drill and
countersink screw holes along the
front and back edges of the ply-
wood face (Fastener Iayout
Detail). Making sure you align the
ends, glue and clamp the beams to
the plywood, then fasten with
wood screws (Figure 3).

Moking the End Cops
Srtrile the plafform assembly is in
the clamps, mark the 1x4 end caps
for the guide rail cutouts (End
Cap Details). These openings
provide clearance for the support
rails. Keep in mind that the right
and left end caps are mirror
images, not identical pieces.

I found the aluminum angle at a
local building supply center, and
settled on ysrr x\rf2ttx lVzrr stock.
I got two 6 ft. lengths for my sup-
port rails, plus an 8 ft. piece for the
cutoff stop rail. (If these materials
aren't available from retailers in
your area, you can order a com-
plete hardware kit for this project
from Workbench Project Supplies
(see page 43). Note: the dimen-
sions shown work for this size bar
stock. Adjust them if yours differs.

The easiest way to create each
support rail cutout in the end caps
is to drill three holes to form the
corners of a triangle. Then use a
jig saw or keyhole saw to cut from

N0TE: Plywood top (shown in
Fastener Layout Detail)
removed for clarity.

Support rail
%"  x1%"  x1 /2 "  x72 "

(aluminum)
Rear beam

1/2" x3/2" x2612"

Left end cap
3/+" x31/2" x2B" )

! Frontbeam
1Vz" x3/2" x26/2"

Tool tray bottom
%" x7%" x27%"

(pegboard)

For the wood frame that sur-
rounds the plywood, cut the two
end caps from 1x4 stock, and cut
the rear. center. and front beams
from a length of 2x4 (Box & Rails
Construction View). I should
point out here that the front beam

To rabbet the beams for the plywood top,
make a cut with each beam on edge, then
rotate them end for end for the face cut.

(and the extra length on the end
caps) is necessary only ifyou want
to build in the tool tray. It's a fea-
ture I really recommend - it lets
you keep a tape measure and other
layout tools close at hand.

Cut all three beams to the same
length as the plywood top, then
rabbet the top inside edges of the
rear and center beams so the ply-
wood will nest flush (Figure 1). If
you're including the tool tray, cut a
groove in the center beam and the
front beam to accept the tray bot-
tom (Figure 2). Run the 1x4 stock
for the end caps through the same
setup while you're at it, since those
pieces also need the groove for the
tool tray (Tool Tray Detail). Don't
worry that the groove runs the full
length of the end caps - those
inside faces won't show.

Two passes with a standard blade will cut
the groove for the tool tray. Use the same
blade and fence settings for the end caps.
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Clamp the rear and center beams to the
plywood top, check the ends for alignment,
and fasten the top with wood screws.

Plywood top 
Tray

7/- Rightendcap
3/q" x3lz" x28

1/2"x3/z" x

. i "  l <  Go"
1 7 4 -

y- Plywood top

18Y2'

V

o
#8 x 172" FHWS

o

spaced every 6",
3/e" from edge.

o o

Make second cut with

Front and center beam$,
plus end caps, get tray groove.
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End Cap Details

4{l-< 27o,' Left endcap(FaceView)

. - .
1 "

Right end cap (Face View)

ts- 83/q" --1

s/e"
-:>

\_ 1 s7r,,

long blank first, then cutting it into
individual blocks (Figure 5). Drill
two screw holes through each
block, just below the rabbet. Add a
countersink. too - the screw
heads won't compress the hard
plastic the way they do wood.

Three guide blocks along each
support rail turned out to be plen-
ty, and I found it easier to position
them with the rails in place. To
install the blocks, flip the plafform
upside-down and rub some paraf-

Support rail cutouts

fin wax along the inside corners
where the rails travel (Figure 6).
This will help them slide a little
easier. Then feed the rails through
the cutouts in the end caps and fas-
ten the guide blocks in place -
one in the center and one at each
corner (Figure 7). Don't apply a
lot of pressure to the guide blocks
or overtighten the screws - it
doesn't add any critical precision,
and anything more than a snug fit
will make the rail travel stubborn.
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corner to corner and release the
waste part (Figure 4). Remember,
these cutouts allow the support
rails to slide back and forth
through the platform, so make
sure there's plenty of clearance at
those corners. Then drill and
countersink the screw holes,
spread glue on each end of the
plafform assembly, and fasten the
end caps. Once they're secure,
slide the pegboard tray bottom in
and fasten the front beam in place.

Fitting the Support Rqils
At this stage you've still got the
riser blocks and other accessories
to make, but detour for a few min-
utes to cut and install the plastic
guide blocks for the support rails
(Guide Block DetaiD. I chose a
high-density polyethylene called
UHN/ilV (for ultra-high molecular
weight) because it slides so easily
against other smooth surfaces.
Though it's denser than most
woods, it cuts well with regular
carbide blades. Besides cutting
the blocks to size, the only
machining required is adding a
shallow rabbet on one face, where
the aluminum rail will nest. I felt
safer machining this rabbet on a

Guide Block Detail

Use a jig saw to cut between the three
holes and free the waste piece. Prccision
isn't critical - just leave clearance room.

Wih the wood platftrm upsidedown, rub
some paraffin wax along the inside cornen
wherc the supprt rails will track.

Cut the shallow rabbet on a 20"+ piece of
UHMW plastic first, then cut it into shorter
lenghs tor the individual guide blocls.

Let the guide blocls rcst naturally in place
as you fasten them to the beams. Too
much prcssure will bind the rail action.

\Torkbench r December 1997 +>
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Outrigger Details

cap
fop View)

0utrigger
Assembly
(Side View)

Outriggers Tie the Roils
For the support rails to work prop
erly, they must stay aligned as they
slide. Tb make sure this happens, I
added outrigger plafforms that help
keep the ends square to each other.
With riser blocks attached, these
outriggers support the cutoff guide
rail and any long stock you cut.

The outrigger bases need a shallow rabbet
on each end where the aluminum support
nils nest. Use a push block for support.

- # 8 x 1 3 / q "

FHWS

- 7e"-deep
rabbets at
en0s

By fitting each outrigger base
flush with the support rails and cap
ping it with 3/a'r plywood, I kept the
outriggers level with the main plat-
form. This saved me some setup
time later by keeping all the riser
blocks the same height. ([he two
center riser blocks do require a
longer bolt for the hold-down hard-
ware, though - see note with
Riser Block Assembly Details.).

Begin building the outriggers by
cutting two sections of 2x4, each
just long enough to fit between the
rails where they exit the main plat-
form (Outrigger Details). If your
main plafform assembly is accurate,
these two pieces will be exactly the
same length. Then, using a scrap
2x6 push block to guide them along
the rip fence, cut a shallow rabbet
on each end (Figure 8). This cre-
ates an offset so the tops ofthe out-
rigger bases will be flush with the

tops of the support rails. You can't
afford a sloppy fit here, because the
outrigger bases won't help keep the
rail assembly square if they don't
lock tightb in place.

Other details to add to each out-
rigger base include the notch for
the support post (cut with a dado
blade on the table saw), the coun-
terbore in the outside edge, and the
3,/srr hole drilled through for the
post bolt (Figure 9). This hole
accepts a bolt, T:nut, and star knob
assembly for mounting the support
post - an easy-to-add option that
keeps the outriggers from deflect-
ing under heavy boards.

Once you have the outrigger
bases machined, cut and drill the
plywood caps for them. Tb install
these, work on one end of the plat-
form at a time. First, slide the rails
so that just over 3)'/ztt is exposed
where you're working. Spread glue
on the outrigger base, then clamp
the cap on top of it. Now tap the rails
in until they're flush with the side of
the outrigger (Figure 10).

With the clamps still holding the
assembly, extend the cap's 3/yrJL

diameter holes through the top of
the aluminum rails (Figure 11).
Then switch to a smaller (3/.t2tt or
less) bit for the pilot hole in the out-
rigger base. Even though I often
drive screws into softwood without
drilling a pilot hole, I can emphati-
cally warn against taking that short-
cut here. Fastening so close to the
ends of the outrigger bases, you'll
likely split the boards if you drive
the screws without pre-drilling.

t
a1/^n

L

>l

Modiff each outrigger base to accept the
support post: cut a notch for the post end,
then counterbore and drill for the bolt.

Workbench I December 1997

With glue and clamps holding one outrig-
ger cap to ib base, tap the aluminum
suppod rails flush with the oubide edge.

Continue the screw clearance holes
through the rails, then switch to a smaller
bit for the pilot holes in the outrigger base.

Drill 3le " hole
through aluminum
support rails.-

point bit 
j

-\ r\ *-Notch
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Riser Block Assembly Details

3/s" Through
hole ----\

l " dia. counter-
bore 17+" deep

riser block assemblies, position

the saw on the platform, then
mark and drill for the mounting
hardware. Bolt the saw down, and
place the cutoff guide fence or a
straightedge against the saw fence
so you can align the front of the

sAa', x 4lz,'
bolt

(full-thread) -

Approx. 23l+" of
bolt exoosed above

two main riser blocks.

5lo" T-Nut 5/rc"

star knob

3Y2"

L
N0TE: Use 472" bolts on the two
main riser blocks (on platform); use
4" bolts on riser blocks on outriggers.

riser block notches (Figure 14).
Mark the placement of each riser
block base plate on the platform,

then fasten the assemblies in place

with screws. Follow the same pro-

cedure for installing the riser
blocks on the outrigger supports.

(End View)

sla" tlat
wasner

#rr
TFE

Build the Riser Blocks
Like the saw's mounting bolt loca-
tions and the platform size itself,
the height of the riser blocks must
be matched to the height of your
miter saw table. The average
seems to be between 3rr to 4" (my

Milwaukee measured in at 3l/z'r),
and the stacklaminated construc-
tion of the riser blocks lets you tai-
lor them to fit (Riser Block
Assembly Details).

I started by gluing up a pl1'wood

sandwich (four layers of 3/+rr) into
a l0rlsquare block. Then I set up
the table saw to dado the shallow
notch for the cutoff fence, and cut
the block into individual sections
afterward (Figure 12).

You'll also need to counterbore
and drill each riser block for the
cutoff fence's hold-down hardware
(Figure 13). Install the bolts, flat
washers, and T-nuts before you
complete the assembly of the riser
blocks, because the base plate will
block access to the hole later.

Using solid wood base plates for
the riser blocks allows you to fine-
tune the height to match your saw
table. Fasten them to the riser
block laminations with screws
only. If you ever want to mount a
saw with a different table height,
you can simply remove the base
plate and substitute a thicker or
thinner one. Before you install the

Laminate a plywood sandwich for the riser
blocls and dado a shallow notch for the
cutoff rail, Then rip into individual sections.

Counterbore and drill through the riser
block for the hold-down hardware. The
bolts lock in place with help from a T-nut.

After you mount the saw and mark ib position, use a straightedge to align ib fence with

the notches in the riser block. Ma* the riser base positions and screw them in place.

Place straightedge
against saw fence.

Workbench I December 1997 + /



Hold-down Block Details Cleat Details

Stop Block Details

FF_ 2,' +l

3/e" dia.
hole

Oop View)

| ^.. Approx. %0"
Y l+ 3' --------> 

round-over-t- l

u , " l  i i  I  onedses '
^ (Side View)

Hold-down Blocks Cinch lr
Using some of your remaining 1x
stock, cut and drill the four hold-
down blocks that clamp the cutoff
fence to the riser blocks (Hold-
Down Block Details). These
secure the fence to both the main
plafform and either outrigger sup-
port, giving you a repeatable stop
setting of over 8 ft. in length.
They'll also hold the fence in place
if you're not using the workstation
and want to store it out of the way
or hang it on your shop wall
(minus the saw, of course).

The last built-in components -
the 1x2 cleats mounted under the
pladorm - align the sawhorses so
they'll both sit underneath the
workstation with plenty of clear-
ance for the legs (Cleat Details).

I also used some 1x stock and a
small toggle hold-down clamp to
make a stop block for the cutoff
rail (Stop Block Details).

Support Post Details

If I'm cutting framing lumber or
other heavy stock, I use the 2x4
support post as a booster under-
neath the outrigger (Support
Post Details). Thin moldings are
light and flexible enough to do
without this added support, but
the extra strength helps keep the
station accurate for cutting heavy
materials. If the outriggers deflect,
they can throw the cutting angle
off by allowing the workpiece to
lift off the miter saw table.

To fit the notch in either outrig-
ger base, I cut a rabbet into the top
end of the post, then drilled for the
mounting hardware. A leg leveler
adjusts the height, and two 3ftrl

holes make it easy to store on the
platform riser blocks, once you've

removed the saw This is why you
need the slightly longer bolts in
the main (center) riser blocks.

Compared to some of the
anodized aluminum work stands
I've seen on the market, my shop
built miter saw station is decidedly
low-tech. Still, the basic function of
all these workstations is a simple
one, and I got a reliable system at
a total cost of well under $100. It's
still portable enough to hang on
the wall or toss into the back of my
truck, and it gives me a little
bench space when I'm working
away from the shop. The miter
saw may be the star when it comes
to providing dead-on accuracy, but
this workstation sure has a great
supporting role.tffi

Hole accepts
5Ae" x4"
hex-head
bolt and

flat washer

(Side View)

(Bottom View) 1r/r"
t\<;;7Y2'

' -/4 1 8 y 2 " - . - >

Fasten with #8 x /2" FHWS

1,/^tl
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NewTool Offerings
A New Look at Circular Saws
For 50 years, portable circular saws
have been widely used by professionals
and home improvement enthusiasts
alike. Many small design changes have
been made along the way, and the lat-
est entry belongs to the folks at Black
& Decker, who have introduced the
WoodHawk Circular Saw.

According to Jeff Cooper, Black &
Decker Product Manager, "market
research revealed consumers want a saw
that gives them greater control and con-
fidence." He said many people find circu-
lar saws intimidating, loud, and hard to
handle, making straight cutting dfficult.

To make the saw easier to use, the
WoodHawk has a window on the blade
guard that lets you see the blade and
cutting line while the saw is operating.

I recenfly had a chance to try out the
saw, sideby-side with a taditional circu-

lar saw. I had to get used to
using the window, but
found it did make cutting
easier. Instead of cock-
ing my head to one
side and watching the blade, I could
look straight down on my cut and fol
low my layout line.

Other WoodHawk features intend-
ed to solve consumer frustrations
include a 2-lb. weight reduction
(compared to competitors' saws),
and a 40% quieter motor. The large
handle is designed to make the saw
easier to hold. Each saw comes with
a carbidetipped blade. The blade
also has an anti-stick coating.

The Woodhawk sells for under
$70, and comes with a hard plastic
case. For more information contact
Black & Decker at (800) 544-6986.

Television's Tool Man Introduces line of Real World Tools
The first time I saw a Tim Allen
Signafure Tool, I was skeptical.
After all. on television Tim Tavlor

doesn't exactly come across as
the man I'd most want tool
advice from.

But like the character he plays, Tim
Allen is a big fan of quality tools. So
he has gathered tools from various
manufacturers and brought them
together under the Tim Allen
Signature Tools name.

Two new items in
Tim's line caught my
eye-anewratchet
set called the
Robotic Wrench, and
the Megapro 1$in-1
Screwdriver.

The Robotic
Wrench comes in a
set with a 3,/arr ratch-
et, extensions, a
drill adapter, and a
unique T-bar han-
dle, all in a carry-
ing pouch that can
be attached to your
belt.

In addition. the
set includes a uni-
versal socket that

fits a variety ofbolt and nut sizes.
Unlike a standard socket, this one is
filled with spring-loaded pins. When
you push the socket onto a bolt, any
or all of the pins retract as needed,
leaving the remainder surrounding
the bolt. Otherwise. it functions like
any other socket. One limitation of
the universal socket is that the pins
retract only about l/4", so the socket
can't be slipped over the end of a long
bolt to reach the nut.

If you need to turn screws instead
of bolts, you can use the Mega Pro
l$in-l Screwdriver. Bits with straight-
blades, Phillips, Torx, and square
drives are all stored inside this
driver's handle. The double-ended
bits snap securely into the driver's tip.

You'll find the Robotic Wrench for
around $30 and the Mega Pro
Screwdriver for about $20 in hardware
stores and home centers. A portion of
profits from Tim Allen Signature Tools
is donated to children's charities. Call
(888) 862-5536 for more information.
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PowerGrip KnifeCraftsman Wrenches Have a New Twist
It never fails. Vlhenever I'm working
on my car, the nuts I need to loosen
are the most difficult to see or reach.
With a typical open-ended wrench,
this kind of situation means I have to
tediously slip the wrench on the nut,
turn the nut a bit, then reposition the
wrench again.

Tb make tasks like this easier, Sears
has introduced the Craftsman Quick
Wrench combination wrenches. Their
special design on the open end allows
them to "ratchet" around the nut. A
recessed area in one lobe lets the
whole wrench slide around the nut on
the backstroke. Then the wrench
grabs again on the power stroke.

The new design works well. But
since the wrench has to be oriented
differently for tightening than for loos-
ening, I found myself sometimes start-
ing out backvrards, then having to flip
the wrench over. After I learned to pay
attention to how I held the wrenches,
I found them easy to use.

The wrenches are designed to help
reduce the likelihood of rounding off
a nut or bolt head. Both the box and
open ends of the wrenches grab more
of the fastener's flat sides, instead of
the corners. And, for increased lever-
age these wrenches are up to 30%
longer than other wrenches.

Quick Wrenches come in standard
and metric sizes. A Gpiece set is about

$20, an &piece set sells for around $30.
You'll find them in Sears stores or the
Craftsman catalog. Call (800) 37 7 -7 414.

Fiskars Incorporated has intro-
duced an improved version of their
PowerGrip Utility Knife. It features
an ergonomic design and the ability
to change blades without using
tools or disassembling the knife.

The PowerGrip's handle positions
your hand at a natural angle, and
the wraparound guard provides pro-
tection. The knife's tip flips out of
the way for blade changes with the
press of a release button, and extra
blades can be kept in the handle.

The PowerGrip Utility Ifuife is
widely available for around $9. Catt
Fiskars Inc. at (800) 500-4849.
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WindowShield
Painting windows is not one of my
favorite chores. Keeping paint off
the glass usually means masking
beforehand, otherwise I end up
scraping afterward.

The WindowShield is designed to
make painting easy. By putting pres-
sure on the tool's handle you flex its
plastic blade to conform to the win-
dow's shape, even if the sash isn't
perfectly square. A sharp edge
keeps the blade against the glass.

The tool sells for around $3.99 in
paint and hardware stores. Or call
WindowShield at (800) 46&7704.

V/A Master Blades
Vermont American has introduced
a new line of Master Series
blades, each designed to offer
optimum performance in specif-
ic woodworking applications.

The engineers at Vermont
American surveyed saw users
and did extensive testing to
determine what attributes are
important in a good blade.
They realized trim carpenters
with circular saws have different
requirements than cabinetmakers
with table saws.

For example, a portable circular
saw is often subjected to more abuse,
so those blades have expansion slots
to prevent warping and to speed cool-
ing. Different tooth grinds and angles
allow you to choose blades tailored to
fast cutting or to smooth edges.

The blades all share a thin-kerf
design that reduces drag and waste,
and a "Gold Kote" finish to minimize
friction and pitch build-up. The teeth

are made from a new patented carbide
designed to stay sharp longer.

Master Series blade prices range
from around $12 to $90 depending on
the blade size and style. Call Vermont
American at (7 04) 7 3*7 464.

rru0D MllllltG GEImR!
Revolutionary IRONWOOD ItrLL. RIGHT

3-Axis Rbuter Milling Center!
Mount virtually any router - even the most powerful
standard or plunge t).pe - in the new. heavy-dutv
MILL.RIGHT Router Milling Center, Shape, rout,

ATTIIRIIABII. HTGH+NEGETOII

Professi o nal qual i ty tool
at h homesh6p pn-ce!

and join wood with total precision, total
freedom, total creativity. I
. Fast, repeatable set-up

without jigs, fixtures,
templates, guides.

. High-quality cast Iron for stabilitv,
noise and vibration control.

. Precision Guides & Positioner give
micro-adiustment to 0.001 in.

. You get control & accuracywithprecision
ACME leadscrews and Guide Rods.

o Simply attach your router in bitdown
or bifup position.

Product Information Number 185
\i(rorkbench r December 1997
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Product Information Number 191

--Eq.lXeJeedwerlct:-
Moisture problems such
as shrinking or warping
can ruin lhe best piece
ever built. Measure
lhe morsture with a
moislure meter lo
be sure the wood is
dry. Call for new
color brochure.
- Lignomat USA -

Po Box 301 45
Portland, 0R

Product Information Number 188
52



Products For)bur Home
Vinyl Floors witfi Real Wood I-ook
If you'd like the look of real wood
floors. but want the convenience and
easy care ofvinyl, Congoleum Corp.
may have a solution for you. The
company has added Colonial Cherry
and American Pine to its Forum
Vinyl Wood Plank flooring line.

Forum flooring is designed to look
like real wood, and comes in 3rrx 36rl
planks, rather than the large sheets
that are typical ofvinyl floors. Each
wood type is available in a variety of
"finish" colors. In cherry, for exam-
ple, you'll find four colors ranging
from deep red to bleached. The pine
flooring has knots to give a nahrral,
rustic appearance.

The synthetic planks are made
with a variety of grain patterns, and
they're cut randomly so the grain
varies from plank to plank. Small
tone variations are also allowed to
further simulate natural wood.

Planks also allow more versatility in
floor design than sheet flooring does.
You can run planks in any direction
and even cut mitered corners.

This flooring features a satin sheen
finish, and is warranted for five years
against permanent scuffs. The floors
also carry a ten year warranty
against manufacturing defects.

Forum Wood Plank flooring retails
for around $4 per sq. ft. For more
information, or to find your closest
Forum flooring retailer, call
Congoleum Corp. at (800)934-3567.

Watertiglrt Outlets
Tb meet new National Elechic Code
requirements demanding that out-
door ouflets be watertightwhile in
use,leviton Mfu. Co. has introduced
RainfuhtWhile
In-Use Covers.
They're avail-
able to fit sin-
gle, duplex,
and GFCI
(Ground
Fault Circuit
lnterrupter)
outlets.

To make installing
the covers simple,
they can be mounted to standard
boxes without removing the ouflel

Raintight While-In-Use covers are
made of impact resistant polycar-
bonate in clear or gray. To ensure
watertight installation, they have a
gasket on the back of the cover. A
cord plugged into the outlet passes
through an opening in the cover's
underside, where water can't enter.

The covers are available for
around $15 to $20 at elecfrical supply
stores. Call Leviton Manufachring
Co. at (800)32X8920.

Real Wood Grid Covers Dress Up a Suspended Ceiling
A suspended ceiling is a suspended
ceiling. There's not much more to say
about it. Except that recenfly I ran
across a system with a new twist.

Chicago Metallic Corp. has intre
duced its Executive Collection for cre-
ating dropped ceilings with real wood
grids and panels.

With this system you don't have to
remove your old metal grid. Each pre,
cut wood strip slips directly over your
existing metal grid. The wood stips
come precoped to fit together at the
joints. You can also purchase wood
trim to cover thq intersection of the
ceiling with the walls.
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Once the grid strips
are in place, you can
install standard fiber
tiles, or Chicago
Metallic's wood panels.
There are two profiled
wood panel styles avail-
able, and one plain flat
panel style.

Currently, the
Executive Collection is
available in oak. All system compo-
nents are prefinished in one of three
shades. Other woods can be custom-
ordered at additional cost.

You can find Executive Collection

ceilings at home centers. Grid covers
sell for $1.30 per lineal. ft. Panels are
$2$$79, depending on the style and
size. Call Chicago Metallic at
(800) 323-7164.
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Sears Offers Home Security Systems
Like it or not, there seems to be an
increasing need (or at least demand)
for home security systems. Many
home security systems, though, are
hampered by complex installation and
operation procedures, or expensive
monthly monitoring fees.

Two new Honeywell Home Security
Systems sold through Sears stores
offer simplified installation and use.
Plus, these "smart" systems can be
programmed to notify the homeowner
or authorities if the alarm is tripped.

Both systems have sensors and
remote controls that send radio fre-
quency signals to the control panel, so
there's no wiring to run. The control
panels feature an electronic voice that
talks you through installation and sys-
tem use, and notifies you of any sensor-
equipped doors or windows left open
when you activate the system.

The voice capability also enables
the system to notify you or others if
an alarm is set off. You can program

different phone numbers that the
system dials automatically if a break-
in, power failure, or other predeter-
mined alarm triggering event occurs.

With the system's latch-key mode,
you can also keep track ofkids arriv-
ing home from school. If a sensor-
equipped door hasn't been opened
by a certain time of day, the system
will call an assigned number.

For 5399. the basic unit comes with
the control panel, two window/door
sensors, and a keychain remote. You
can arm and disarm the system, and
control lights, from outside your
home. This unit can dial up to four
phone numbers for notification.

An even more sophisticated model
shares all the features just mentioned,
plus has a computer interface and soft-
ware that allows the use of any
Windows 9$equipped computer to
automatically control lights and appli-
ances, as well as manage a wider array
of phone numbers. It sells for $599.

You can purchase additional sen-
sors and appliance control modules
for both units, allowing you to protect
more doors and windows.

Both systems are available in Sears
stores. Check your local yellow pages
to locate a store in vour area.
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Bookcases
& Shelves
Bookcases & Shelves, the
first book in our collection,
features twelve of the best

bookcase and shelfprojects ever published in
Woodsmi,th. You'll find everything from sim-
ple shelves you can build in a weekend, to
our Craftsman Bookcase with challenging
through-tenon joinery. 96 pages, hardbound.

tr 2005-100 .....t*{.gs $15.95
Publisher's 20% Discount!
KEY: B127

Classic
Cabinets
Our second book, Classic
Cabinets, brings you ten of
our favorite cabinet projects

selected from over 18 years of classic
Woodsnith desigrs. Flom Modular Cabinets
to statelyArmoires, you'll find the same shop-
tested, step-by-step plans and instructions
youVe come to epect from the editorr at
Wo o d^smith. 96 pages, hardbound.

tr 200b-2oo .....*d.gs $15.95
Publisher's 2 0% Discount!

rHE Woodsrnith collEcrroN *
Each Book Features:

.Hundrrcds of Full-Color Ihawinp: More drawings per
project than any other woodworking book,

rShoplbgted Projects: All with detailed instructions,
materials lists, cutting diagrams, and hardware lists.

rJigs and lbchnique$ Special sections help you build
usefuljigs, and guide you step-by-step through the
"tric$'spots,

."Iay-Flat" Binding: Pages open firlly and lay flat on
your workbench for easy reference.

Desks, Tables
& Chairs
Desks. Tbbles and Chairs, the
latest in the Woodsmith
Collection''. We highlight ten

t
t
I
t
il
t

of our most celebrated projects - from a
roll-top desk and a computer desk, to ladder-
back chairs and dining tables. Dvery project is
accompanied by shop-tested techniques and
jigs that will give you professional-looking
results, 96 pages, hardbound.

tr 2oo5-3oo .....$(.gs $15.95
Publisher's 20% Discount!

Own the Entire
Woodsmith Collection

for 33% off
Suggested Retail

That's 3 Books for the
Price of 2!!!

o 2005-175 . $39.95
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The Gamble House
Architectural woodworking is always a bit more complicated
than furniture-making - the scale is larger, and the
demands of climate, setting, and sfucfural integTity require
an engineer's critical judgement as much as a designer's
imagination. As a tradeofl the detailed joinery common in
fine furniture is often simplified or absent in buildings.

The Gamble House, a 1908 futs and Crafts residence in
Pasadena, CA" is the definitive exception. It offers a look at
how two American architects - brothers Chades and Henry
Greene - managed to blend both fine joinery and living
space into one masterpiece.

of Mission-style woodwork. The result is 8,100 sq. ft. filled
with teak, mahogany, ebony, and other woods - all milled,
sculpted, and joined with the precision of a master cabinet-
maker. Built originally for David and Mary Gamble (of the
Procter & Gamble Co.), the house also features Greene
designed furnihrre, hardware, light fixtures, and glasswork.

Though once offered for sale by family heirs, who nixed
the deal upon hearing the would-be buyervoice intentions to
"paint all of this [woodwork] white," the house was later
deeded to a tust held jointly by the City of Pasadena and the
University of Southern California's School of Architecture.
Public tours - a must for any serious woodworker visiting
the Ins Angeles area - are offered year-round. For details,

Like their contemporaries, the Greene
brothers departed from overly orna-
mental architecture, but their use of
organic forms, and of design ele-
ments from Japan and Switzerland,
softened the austere
geometry

call the Gamble House at
(818) 793-3334.!Y)
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